SEASON SCHEDULE
GRAND SERIES CONCERTS
November 28, 2020.......................................................... Lyrical Exuberance
December 12, 2020 .........................Bells, Brass & Bows - The Nutcracker
February 13, 2021.....................................................................Re:Imagination
April 10, 2021................................................. Toward the Unknown Region

SPECIAL EVENTS
January 23, 2021.................................................... Downtown Day of Music
March 2021...............................................................Family Concert (Digital)

Please visit our website at www.limasymphony.com for tickets or call us
at 419-222-5701.
*All programs and guest artists are subject to change.
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FROM OUR PRESIDENT
BY SHANNON WANNEMACHER
Dear Friends,
Above all else, I want to thank you for your steadfast
support during this most unusual and unpredictable time.
Like all of you, our organization has had to contend with
many challenges and difficult decisions as the turbulence of
2020 has continued to unfold. However, through it all, we
have been fueled by your generosity and dedication to our
organization. So much has changed, but the one constant
has been you, and we will be forever grateful.
At a time when many orchestras remain shuttered for the foreseeable future,
we are determined to deliver our mission of preserving musical excellence as a
living part of our community through performance, education and community
partnerships. This would not be possible without the gift of our underwriters,
staff, musicians, board members, volunteers, and all LSO supporters who have
rallied around us when we needed you the most. Thank you.
Personally, I feel the tumultuous year we’ve faced underscores the importance and
unique power of live music to comfort, connect, inspire, transport and entertain.
Now more than ever, as the world around us feels anything but harmonious, we
need the arts. That’s why we have been hard at work behind the scenes exploring
multiple scenarios to serve our community and keep the music going.
It’s true that the 2020-1 season will be different. While there’s nothing quite like
the experience of sharing live music together in Crouse Hall, we must approach
this change as a fresh challenge and an opportunity to innovate. Fortunately for
our organization, we have the incredible leadership of both Executive Director
Elizabeth Brown-Ellis and Maestro Andrew Crust blazing the trail for us and
guiding us into the future. As plans are solidified over the coming months, I hope
you’ll agree that our offerings will be uplifting, original and welcoming to all.
Thank you so very much for being in step with us on this journey forward. I wish
you safety and good health as you enjoy this season’s performances, in whatever
form they take.
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FROM OUR EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
BY ELIZABETH BROWN-ELLIS
Welcome to our reimagined season, and thank you
for the trust you have placed in us. We value the
investment you make when you purchase a ticket,
and especially during this unpredictable time, we
promise to be your partner as we navigate this season
together.
Whether you are attending our concert at the VanDel Drive-In Theater, joining us from the comfort
of your home, or taking your seat in Crouse
Performance Hall, I am confident you will enjoy
the same transformative experience you expect from our concerts.
The concert format will unquestionably be different this year, but our
commitment to performances that inspire and uplift our community will
not vary.
Last December we became the first orchestra in the country to receive
the Stand for the Arts Award from Ovation TV/Charter Communications
based on our accessibility, outstanding educational programs, and
innovative community engagement. As we now rise to meet the
challenges of a completely transformed world, we maintain those
same exacting standards of relevance and inclusivity while ensuring
the health and safety of our patrons and musicians. We appreciate
your understanding and flexibility as we continue to define the safest
performance protocols throughout this season and adjust the concert
experience for your protection.
Music has the power to heal, to give us hope, and to transform our
thinking. Certainly, we approach this season with a sense of resilience
and unity. We also enter it with humility, both humbled by and grateful
for your continued support in the face of so much uncertainty.
I am especially thankful for the unerring dedication of our Board of
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Directors and the creative and collaborative partnership with Maestro
Andrew Crust as we forge a bold new path forward. I cannot imagine a
more daunting time to become the Music Director of an organization, nor
can I imagine a time when his artistic leadership and fresh vision will be
more critical.
The last few months have challenged us beyond contemplation, but
they have also propelled us to open ourselves to new possibilities
and reevaluate our impact and our future. Together, we look forward
to serving you, our loyal patrons, with creativity, transparency, and
responsibility this season.

Friends of the Symphony

Annual Geranium Sale

Apollo Career Center
Flower Pickup Date will be
Wednesday, May 12, 2021 - 9 am to 7 pm
4-inch and 8-inch plants available in a variety of colors, as well as
beautiful hanging ferns. All orders are pre-sale,
so please reserve your order by May 1st.

Laura Warnement, Chair

(419) 222-5701
2020 | 2021 Concert Season
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FROM OUR MUSIC DIRECTOR
BY ANDREW CRUST
Dear patrons and valued members of the Lima
community,
On behalf of the staff and Board of Directors of the
Lima Symphony Orchestra, I am thrilled to welcome
you to our 2020/2021 season, my inaugural season as
Music Director of your LSO.
This season is going to be…a little different. The
year 2020 is indeed a peculiar and challenging time
to begin tenure as a Music Director of a symphony
orchestra. Even now as I write this letter before the season has begun––
there remains much uncertainty in regards to the upcoming year, as
the global pandemic continues to evolve. What is certain, however, is
my confidence in the Board of Directors and the staff lead by Elizabeth
Brown-Ellis, and my confidence that you all are hungry for live music,
perhaps more than ever before.
Our main mission has been to bring the music back as quickly as possible,
and as safely as possible. Our decisions are informed by the scientific
community as well as local and federal leaders to ensure that when you’re
back in the concert hall with our fabulous musicians, or at the drivein listening cozily from your vehicle, you can be relaxed and confident
that your health is not at risk. This season will be a fluid one, and we
appreciate your flexibility, your understanding, and your continued
support. The Symphony needs you now more than ever, so spread the
word, and bring a friend!
Classical music is one of the most diverse, rich art forms ever invented. Its
subject matter is as varied as the human experience itself, and its legends
and heroes come from every corner of the globe. In my inaugural season,
I wanted to capture that diversity and put it on full display, not only by
highlighting composers and performers of color, but female composers
and living composers, as well as a tour of some of my favorite European
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and American classics. You’ll discover some new gems, and revisit some
old favorites, and the Lima community will welcome some truly worldclass soloists.
Guest artists include Awadagin Pratt playing the Beethoven Fourth
Piano Concerto, Amit Peled performing the Dvorak Cello Concerto,
and Shannon Lee playing Max Richter’s Four Seasons Recomposed.
Additionally, I am thrilled to welcome the chorus back in April with
Brahms and Vaughan Williams.
I am thrilled beyond words to embark on this journey with you all, and I
look forward to innumerable musical memories.
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WELCOME TO THE VMCCC
BY ABE AMBROZA

CEO, Veterans Memorial Civic and Convention Center
Abe Ambroza, CEO
Veterans Memorial Civic and Convention Center
Welcome to the Lima Symphony Orchestra’s 2020-2021
season. We are thrilled this season can continue even if
we are not gathered in the LSO’s usual home, the Veterans
Memorial Civic and Convention Center of Lima, Ohio and
Allen County. We serve this community as the region’s
choice convention and performing arts facility for public,
private, and patriotic events. While the capacity of Crouse
Performance Hall is too limited to host concerts, we are
encouraged to see local performing arts persevere.
Commemorating the services of all members and veterans of the Armed Forces
of the United States, the VMCCC permanently recognizes all service members
from Allen County who made the ultimate sacrifice for our country.
The VMCCC has stood as a pillar of downtown Lima in the Town Square since
1984. Hundreds of action-oriented private citizens came together over the
course of a decade to advance Allen County’s economy through the project.
We host hundreds of concerts, meetings, parties, and receptions which bring
200,000 people a year to downtown. As the heart of the community’s cultural
life, the performing arts and civic pride have a permanent home in Lima.
We cannot wait to once again host the entire LSO season when it is safe and
acceptable for us to do so.
The pandemic has made life challenging and stressful with many joyful
moments erased. This is no more evident than the shuttering of our beloved
performing arts. An industry of imagination, inspiration, delight, and refuge had
its doors closed across the nation. There will be a day when people once again
fill the seats of Crouse Performance Hall for live performances. Until then, you
have our deepest gratitude for supporting the Lima Symphony Orchestra during
this creatively presented season. We might all now value live performances
more than before. Please consider supporting local arts organizations as you
are able. From attending concerts such as this to publicly spreading the word
and donating, we welcome all efforts to get the performing arts through these
hard times. Visit our website at limaciviccenter.com to contact us if you are
planning your own event for one of our many spaces. Don’t forget to follow us
10
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on all social media platforms for updates on everything happening in your civic
center.
We hope you enjoy today’s performance brought to you by the Lima Symphony
Orchestra. We cherish our 30+ year partnership with the Lima Symphony
Orchestra and are honored to witness the artistry year after year. This thrilling
season with the new Music Director of the Lima Symphony, Andrew Crust, is
sure to be remembered for years to come.
In addition, I wish to thank the VMCCC staff team along with our volunteer
ushers, volunteer board members, and all those in the community who support
our mission. People often tell me how lucky Lima is to have a facility like ours.
As much as I agree, I also know we are privileged to serve a community as
supportive as Lima!
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Our exciting and unusual season starts off with Béla Bartók’s jocular
Romanian Folk Dances, one of his most popular works and one that captures
the essence of traditional village dances. From rural Romania to American
ruggedness, Copland’s classic Appalachian Spring Suite has come to symbolize
the strength and resilience of the American spirit against the vast openness of
the American landscape. Closing out the program is Beethoven’s exuberant
Piano Concerto No. 4. At the keyboard will be international award-winning
pianist Awadagin Pratt.
Béla Bartók
Romanian Folk Dances
		
Bot tánc / Jocul cu bâtă (Stick Dance)
		
Brâul (Sash Dance)
		
Topogó / Pe loc (In One Spot)
		
Bucsumí tánc / Buciumeana
			
(Dance from Bucsum)
		
Román polka / Poarga Românească
			
(Romanian Polka)
		
Aprózó / Mărunțel (Fast Dance)
Aaron Copland
Appalachian Spring Suite
		
Very slowly
		
Fast/Allegro
		
Moderate/Moderato
		
Quite fast
		
Still faster/Subito Allegro
		
Very slowly (as at first)
		
Calm and flowing/Doppio Movimento
			
- “Simple Gifts”
		
Moderate. Coda/Moderato – Coda
Ludwig Van Beethoven

Piano Concerto No. 4 in G Major, Op. 58
Awadagin Pratt, piano soloist
		
Allegro moderato
		
Andante con moto
		
Rondo (Vivace)

Radio broadcast:
FM 91 will broadcast tonight’s concert on
January 28, 2021 at 8:00 p.m.
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Romanian Folk Dances (1915-1917)
Béla Bartók (1881-1945)
Premiere: Budapest, 1918
In 1904, when composer Béla Bartók was in his early 20s, he heard a Hungarian
peasant woman singing folk songs. Though Hungarian by birth himself, Bartók had
been trained in the Western Classical tradition, studying at conservatories that revered
the tonal masterpieces of Bach, Mozart, and Beethoven, and his earlier orchestral works
reflect that training. However, in the latter half of the 19th century and leading up
to WWI, Europe was changing. Political unrest and revolutions created a hunger for
national identity and culture, much of which was to be found in rural village life.
In the early 20th century, Bartók began notating many native folk melodies that he
encountered, and with fellow Hungarian composer Zoltán Kodály he traveled the
countryside collecting, notating, and recording native melodies of Hungary, Romania,
Bulgaria, Serbia, and Croatia on his early Edison phonograph. Bartók’s collection of
tunes from traditions and cultures that were rapidly disappearing in an increasingly
modernizing Europe form the bedrock of modern-day Ethnomusicology and influenced
not only his own compositional style but also the approaches and attitudes of a number
of composers towards the native music of their own countries. For Bartók, he found
these melodies energetic, haunting, and inspiring. The musical language, which relied
heavily on pentatonic scales and asymmetric dance rhythms, was inspirational to
Bartók. He found freedom in these songs that existed outside the rules and traditions of
the classical music art form. Bartók wrote, “…The study of all this peasant music was of
decisive meaning to me, because it opened the door to the liberation from the former
tyranny of the major and minor systems.”
The earliest version of Romanian Folk Dances was scored for solo piano in 1915
but later orchestrated by Bartók himself in 1917. The source material for the 6 short
movements comes from Transylvania, now a part of Romania. The six movements are
all based on traditional dances. The orchestral version is scored for two flutes, piccolo,
two clarinets, two bassoons, two horns, and strings.
1.

Bot tánc / Jocul cu bâtă (Stick Dance) – The melody of this movement comes
from a performance by two gypsy violinists that Bartok recorded in the village of
Mezőszabad (present-day Voiniceni). The dance itself is performed by a solo youth
executing complicated steps and finishing with a high leap.

2.

Brâul (Sash Dance) – This melody comes from Egres (present-day Igris) and is
used in a spinning song in which dancers hold onto each other’s waists. Bartok
originally heard this tune performed on a peasant flute.

3.

Topogó / Pe loc (In One Spot) – This dance, which Bartok also heard performed on
a peasant flute, utilizes a more Middle Eastern sounding melody, so characterized
because of the exotic sounding augmented second intervals. The dance is
performed by a couple stamping in the same spot.

4.

Bucsumí tánc / Buciumeana (Dance from Bucsum) – This dance comes from the
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Romanian village of Bucium (Butschum). Slower in tempo than the other dances,
the theme uses some of the same modality as the previous dance, which evokes an
Arabic flavor.
5.

Román polka / Poarga Românească (Romanian Polka) – This children’s dance has
an asymmetrical and energetic character due to alternating meters. This flows
directly into the final dance.

6.

Aprózó / Mărunțel (Fast Dance) – the final dance features two melodies, one from
Belényes (present-day Beiuș) and the second from Nyagra (present-day Neagra)
village. This couple’s courting dance is energetic and uses small steps.

© 2020 Renee Keller

Appalachian Spring Suite (1942-1944)
Aaron Copland (1900-1990)
Premiere: Washington, D.C., October 30, 1944
By 1942, Aaron Copland was a recognized and respected composer of music, creating
in a distinctly vernacular style that has frequently been referred to as “populist.”
Copland’s open harmonies and sparse textures call to mind the vastness of the
American landscape, and his folksy syncopated rhythms mimic sounds of traditional
American tunes and dances. Much of Copland’s music that captures the sound and
spirit of America was created during the depths of the Great Depression and in the
years leading up to WWII, when images of national pride, hardship overcome, and
patriotism were especially well-received and relevant to listening audiences. It was
upon this foundation that Appalachian Spring was born, created on commission from
the choreographer and dancer Martha Graham and arts patron Elizabeth Sprague
Coolidge. Graham danced the lead role in the premiere, and the set was designed by
American sculptor Isamu Noguchi. In 1945, Copland was awarded the Pulitzer Prize for
Music for Appalachian Spring.
Martha Graham was an American pioneer in her own right. A dancer, choreographer,
and founder of her own dance company, Graham created a dance technique meant
to “increase the emotional activity of the dancer’s body.” Her movements - modern,
angular, and anguished - revolutionized dance techniques worldwide and as a dance
technique and approach, has been compared in scale to ballet. Just as Copland’s music
embraces the American frontier, so too does Graham’s style, which extended beyond
just choreography to include costumes and concept.
What Martha Graham requested of Copland in 1942 was a ballet with an “American
theme” – “a legend of American living, like a bone structure, the inner frame that
holds together a people.” The ballet and its music delivered to audiences a parable of
national identity at an historic moment when outside forces threatened the very notion
of the American ideal. And while the title “Appalachian Spring” has, for many, come
to symbolize the beauty of the American landscape itself, Copland composed the work
without that title in mind, only adding it after the work was finished. The suggestion
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for the title came from Graham, and it alludes to a phrase from a Hart Crane poem
titled “The Dance.”
O Appalachian Spring! I gained the ledge;
Steep, inaccessible smile that eastward bends
And northward reaches in that violet wedge
Of Adirondacks!
The ballet tells a different story than the poem. It tells of a wedding day celebration at a
Pennsylvania farmhouse and centers on a bride, groom, pioneer woman, and traveling
preacher. As the young couple prepares for their wedding and then marries, an older
pioneer woman offers sympathy and wisdom, and the preacher delivers the sermon.
The power of Graham’s choreography and imagery is such that the inner lives of the
otherwise simple characters are revealed in their full complexity, and the whole story
becomes a parable about American Manifest Destiny. John Martin, the New York Times
dance critic who reviewed the piece wrote, “… the Spring that is being celebrated is not
just any Spring but the Spring of America; and the celebrants are not just half a dozen
individuals but ourselves in different phases.”
Appalachian Spring Suite is one of four versions of the work. The first version, the
complete ballet from 1944, is scored for 13 players. In 1945 Copland arranged the ballet
into a suite for full orchestra. In 1954 Copland again arranged the complete ballet for
full orchestra, and in 1972 arranged the suite for 13 players: this is the version that will
be performed tonight. It is scored for flute, clarinet, bassoon, piano, and strings.
The Suite is divided into eight distinct sections, which Copland described as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

Very slowly. Introduction of the characters, one by one, in a suffused light.
Fast/Allegro. Sudden burst of unison strings in A major arpeggios starts the action.
A sentiment both elated and religious gives the keynote to this scene.
Moderate/Moderato. Duo for the Bride and her Intended – scene of tenderness and
passion.
Quite fast. The Revivalist and his flock. Folksy feeling – suggestions of square
dances and country fiddlers.
Still faster/Subito Allegro. Solo dance of the Bride – presentiment of motherhood.
Extremes of joy and fear and wonder.
Very slowly (as at first). Transition scene to music reminiscent of the introduction.
Calm and flowing/Doppio Movimento. Scenes of daily activity for the Bride and
her Farmer husband. There are five variations on a Shaker theme. The theme,
sung by a solo clarinet, was taken from a collection of Shaker melodies compiled
by Edward D. Andrews and published under the title “The Gift to Be Simple.” The
melody borrowed and used almost literally is called “Simple Gifts.”
Moderate. Coda/Moderato – Coda. The Bride takes her place among her neighbors.
At the end the couple are left “quiet and strong in their new house.” Muted
strings intone a hushed prayerlike chorale passage. The close is reminiscent of the
opening music.

© 2020 Renee Keller
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Piano Concerto No. 4 in G Major, Op. 58 (1805-06)
Ludwig van Beethoven (1770-1827)
Public Premiere: Vienna, December 22, 1808
Beethoven’s Piano Concerto No. 4 was first performed publicly with Beethoven
himself at the keyboard in a concert on December 22, 1808. The now infamous concert
also included the premieres of his Fifth and Sixth Symphonies, three movements
from his Mass in C, a Fantasia for solo piano, a concert aria, and the Choral Fantasia.
The marathon concert lasted four hours in a bitterly cold unheated concert hall. The
orchestra was under-rehearsed, and the repertoire extensive and poorly performed.
The debacle marked Beethoven’s last appearance as a soloist of his own works, and the
Piano Concerto No. 4 was not performed again during Beethoven’s lifetime. It wasn’t
until Felix Mendelssohn revived the work in 1836 that the Piano Concerto No. 4 saw its
second life and became a central piece of the piano repertoire.
The concerto begins unassumingly and gently, unlike the more heroic Third and
Fifth Piano Concertos, by which this concerto is often overshadowed. Orchestral
openings to concertos had been standard up until this time, but Beethoven, whose
later works push boundaries so far that they form a bridge between the Classical and
Romantic eras in music, opens with a meditative and improvisatory statement of the
piano alone.
The second movement also defies expectations with its rich dialogue between orchestra
and soloist and a lyrical quality remarkable for Beethoven. In his 1859 biography of
Beethoven, music theorist Adolf Bernhard Marx suggested a programmatic relationship
between the music and the image of Orpheus taming the Furies from Gluck’s opera
Orfeo ed Euridice – which if true would also be an extraordinary example of the type
of musical imagery not common until the Romantic Era. Whether such a program
was intended, the dramatic exchange between ensemble and soloist throughout the
movement lends itself to imaginative exploitation.
The final movement, in a traditional rondo form, is characterized by Beethoven’s
thematically rhythmic style. The concerto ends in high spirits, culminating in a regal
and exuberant orchestral tutti. Frequently described as both original and unorthodox,
the Piano Concerto No. 4 encapsulates a grace and depth that continues to captivate
audiences more than two centuries after its creation.
This piece is scored for flute, two oboes, two clarinets, two bassoons, two horns, two
trumpets, timpani, strings, and solo piano.
© 2020 Renee Keller
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Awadagin Pratt
Among his generation of concert artists, pianist Awadagin
Pratt is acclaimed for his musical insight and intensely
involving performances in recital and with symphony
orchestras.
Born in Pittsburgh, Pratt began studying piano at the age of
six. Three years later, having moved to Normal, Illinois with
his family, he also began studying violin. At the age of 16
he entered the University of Illinois where he studied piano,
violin, and conducting. He subsequently enrolled at the Peabody Conservatory of Music
where he became the first student in the school’s history to receive diplomas in three
performance areas – piano, violin and conducting. In recognition of this achievement
and for his work in the field of classical music, Pratt received the Distinguished Alumni
Award from Johns Hopkins as well as an honorary doctorate from Illinois Wesleyan
University after delivering the commencement address in 2012.
In 1992 Pratt won the Naumburg International Piano Competition and two years
later was awarded an Avery Fisher Career Grant. Since then, he has played numerous
recitals throughout the US including performances at Lincoln Center, the Kennedy
Center, Dorothy Chandler Pavilion in Los Angeles, Chicago’s Orchestra Hall and the
NJ Performing Arts Center. His many orchestral performances include appearances
with the New York Philharmonic, Minnesota Orchestra and the Pittsburgh, Atlanta,
Baltimore, St. Louis, National, Detroit and New Jersey symphonies among many others.
Summer festival engagements include appearances at Ravinia, Blossom, Wolftrap,
Caramoor and Aspen and the Hollywood Bowl. Internationally, Pratt has toured Japan
four times and performed in Germany, Italy, Switzerland, Poland, Israel, Columbia and
South Africa.
Recent and upcoming appearances include recital engagements in Baltimore, La Jolla,
Los Angeles, Pittsburgh, Ravinia, Lewes, Delaware, Duke University and at Carnegie
Hall for the Naumburg Foundation; as well as appearances with the orchestras of
Cincinnati, Indianapolis, North Carolina, Utah, Richmond, Grand Rapids, Memphis,
Fresno, Winston-Salem, New Mexico, Rockford, IL and Springfield, OH. He also serves
on the faculty of the Eastern Music Festival in Greensboro, North Carolina where he
coaches chamber music, teaches individual pianists and performs chamber music and
concertos with the festival orchestra.
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Also an experienced conductor, Pratt has conducted programs with the Toledo,
New Mexico, Vancouver WA, Winston-Salem, Santa Fe and Prince George County
symphonies, the Northwest Sinfonietta, the Concertante di Chicago and several
orchestras in Japan.
A great favorite on college and university performing arts series and a strong advocate
of music education, Pratt participates in numerous residency and outreach activities
wherever he appears; these activities may include master classes, children’s recitals,
play/talk demonstrations and question/answer sessions for students of all ages. He
is also frequently invited to participate on international competition juries, such
as the Rubinstein International Piano Master Competition in Israel, the Cleveland
International Piano Competition, Minnesota e-Competition, the Unisa International
Piano Competition, and the International Competition for Young Pianists in Memory of
Vladimir Horowitz in the Ukraine.
In November 2009, Pratt was one of four artists selected to perform at a classical music
event at the White House that included student workshops hosted by the First Lady
Michelle Obama, and perform in concert for guests including President Obama. He has
performed two other times at the White House, both at the invitation of President and
Mrs. Clinton.
Pratt’s recordings for Angel/EMI include A Long Way From Normal, an all Beethoven
Sonata CD, Live From South Africa, Transformations and an all Bach disc with the St.
Lawrence String Quartet. His most recent recordings are the Brahms Sonatas for Cello
and Piano with Zuill Bailey for Telarc and a recording of the music of Judith Lang
Zaimont with the Harlem Quartet for Navona Records.
Pratt is currently a Professor of Piano at the College-Conservatory of Music at the
University of Cincinnati. He also served as the Artistic Director of the World Piano
Competition in Cincinnati and is currently the Artistic Director of the Art of the Piano
Festival at CCM.
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U. William and Charlene Walter
Wapakoneta Area Community
Foundation
Larry and Marcia Rossfeld Webb
G. A. Wintzer and Son
Dr. Carl and Marleen Wehri
Dr. Lawrence and Barbara Young

PRINCIPAL CHAIR
Richard Ashbaugh
Ken and Pat Block
Elizabeth Brown-Ellis
and Kleet Ellis
Neil and Barb Darr
The Chuck and Julie Hardesty
Family Fund
Jane Hankins (in memory of
Nancy Steiner)
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The Heinrich Family Foundation
Julie and Bruce Kennedy
Dr. and Mrs. Jack Liggett
Dr. Elsa and Mr. Kenneth Malcolm
Steven and Donna Maki
Elizabeth Meyer
Sue and Phil Osmon
Sign Source USA
Eric and Vanessa Stallkamp
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Thermal Gard Window and Door
Steven Unverferth
Greg and Donna Wannemacher
Terry and Nancy Wehrkamp

SECTION CHAIR
David Adams
Bob and Carol Bertrand
Alan and Linda Burkhalter
Dan and Chris DiBiasio

Robert and Ellen Fitzgerald
Dave and Jo Hartman
Jim and Carolyn Reber
Bill and Toni Schroeder

Eric and Melissa Sponseller
Don and Ruth Witter

Susan L. Hubbell, M.D.
Bill and Linda Huber
John and Lisa Johnson
Steve and Jan Katz
Sandra S. Kinkle
Helena and Donald Knowles
Gloria Leech
Ronda and Gerald Lehman
Jerry and Roberta McGlothen
Dr. Bonnie McNamara
James and Susan Mekolites
Jim and Jan Meredith
Jorge and Jane Moheyer
Jane Myers
Doug and Lynn Norton
Gregory Orick
Roger and Marian Phillips
Kevin Reeks and Cathy
Woodward
Clovis Ring-Hagood

Charles and Janet Rossfeld
Michael Schoenberger
Kimberly and Stephen J.
Shanahan
Jeffrey Shoemaker
Mark and Stephanie Spees
David and Patsy Stein
Kate and Ted Stepleton
Dr. Robert and Carol Stern
Autumn Swanson
James and Joann Unverferth
Tim and Clara Weitz
Rollie and Kay Wellington
Thomas Wiechart
Gay MacDonell Williams

SPACE ANGELS
Amber Myers Horner

VIP
Dale and Elaine Altstaetter
Roy and Esther Baldridge
Hap and Joan Barnes
Barbara S. Barry
Robert and Ann Beat
Tom Beckett
Lena and Jim Blair
Eugene and Neita Border
Mrs. Walter Bugenstein
Jim and Betsy Chiles
Ken and Jean Clemens
Dr. Philip and LaDonna
Compton
Ben and Patricia Diepenbrock
Michael and Mary Edmiston
Ramona Emerick
Robert and Ellen Fitzgerald
Kay Flower
John and Karen Heltman
Larry and Gundula Houff

DONOR
Dr. Aggarwal and the Vein Care Center Staff
The Eye Site of Lima, Jeff Unterbrink
Heidt Veterinary Hospital, Drs. Joe and Wendy
Fuduric
Sullivan Insurance
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SUPPORTERS
Jan Acerro
Charles and Gay Anderson
Anonymous
Thomas E Bayliff
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Birkmeier
Dennis and Janice Bishop
Jim and Nancy Bronder
Jim and Bev Brunner
John Corey
Raymond and Emily Decanio
Chad and Kristin Doll
Jason S. Duff
Mary J. Fay
Patricia Fernandez
Barbara Fisher
Dorothy Fuerst
Bill and Betty Gary
James and Connie Graham

Ann Guagenti
Joan Hageman
Michael and Angie Herzog
Nancy Y. Hoerner
Mike and April Johns
Brian Keegan
Carla L. Krohn
Herb and Karlyn Lauer
Gerald and Sharon Laurent
LuAnn and Neal Lause
Jane Leahy
Ruth Ann Loar
Dennis and Sandra Luebrecht
Steve and Fran Mansfield
John and Sherri Mason
Jaye McCain
Zach and Lindsey McCain
Sam and Jan Miller

Charles and Beth Myers
Joe and Cheryl Nagy
Rita O’Donnell
Stephen and Paula Pendergast
Gene and Sharon Reaman
Judy and Barry Rydell
Judy Saine
Michael and Mary Schoenhofer
Pam Shaw
Mark Stolly
Joyce and Jeff Tracy
Kenneth Unverferth
Carol Waesch
Ruth Wehinger
George and Shirley Wolf

The Delphos Herald, Inc.
Gary L. Evans
Nancy L. Freymuth
Linda Garling
Linda Goodwin
Don and Rose Keller
Deborah Mack

Patrick and Kelly O’Connor
Philip and Marie Sanfilippo
Carol Lou Simons
Beverly Thompson
John Yahl and Janet Lane

CONTRIBUTOR
Kay Ault
Dave and Carmen Bremer
Andrew and Nancy Carter
Laura Coburn
Dr. Richard and Judy
Damschroeder
Ronald and Linda Davis

THANK YOU ONE AND ALL
Gold Baton
$5,000 +

Section Chair Sponsor
$350 +

Donors (Corporate)
$150 +

Conductor’s Circle
$1,000 +

Space Angels
$360

Supporters
$100 +

Principal Chair Sponsor
$500 +

VIP Club Donors
$150 +

Contributors
$25 +

Please accept our apologies for any errors or omissions that may have occurred in this list of
contributors. Contributions received after publication may be printed in future programs.
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Honor Roll of Contributors
Thank you to the following individuals who contributed to our 2020-2021
Annual Fund after our program book was finalized.
Conductor’s Circle

Charlotte Apfelbeck
James and Joanne Bassett
Dave and Linda Dorley
John and Aimee Heaphy
Herb and Karlyn Lauer
Rudolph Foods
Steve and Charlene Trout

Principal Chair

Richard Ashbaugh
Ben and Nancy Rose

Section Chair

Douglas and Genean Corwin
Kurt and Natasha Kaufman
Connie Luck
Jim and Carolyn Reber
Brad and Judi Roush
Jim and Sharon Smeltzly

VIP Club

Jan Acerro
Dave and Peggy Cockerell
Dr. Philip and LaDonna Compton
Frances Mae Core
Thomas P. Faulkner
John and Cathy Leahy
Jim and Jan Meredith
Charles and Janet Rossfeld
Dr. and Mrs. Paul Scheiwiller
Robert Scherger
Marlene Sigler
Mark and Stephanie Spees
Ralph and Barbara Stelzer
Nancy Stroh
Thomas Swift
Joann Unverferth
Jean A. Zink

Donors

Sullivan Insurance

Supporters

Narendra Bansal
Dennis and Janice Bishop
Jim and Bev Brunner
Rob and Cheryl Cusick
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn D. Fisher
Bruce and Teresa Fuhrman
Pamela Gardner
Linda Garling
Mrs. Judith Gilbert
Matt and Sheryl Huffman
Brian Keegan
Robert and Becky Komminsk
Ruth Ann Loar
Bill and Betty Lyle
Sam and Jan Miller
Doug and Lynn Norton
Michael and Sharon Schnell
Glen F. Strobel
Duc Tran
Michael Wildermuth

Contributors

Dave Carmen and Carmen Bremer
Dr. Kenneth and Jean Clemens
Ron and Linda Davis
Judy Jacomet
Cecily Crider and David McCluer
Philip and Marie Sanfilippo
Jeff and Kim Wright
Janet and John Yahl
Gary Young
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THE COST OF COVID
Typically, we present to you “The Math Behind Tonight’s Music,” which gives you, the
audience, an idea of how we as an organization operate and what it takes financially to
present a concert. This year is obviously a little different. We have to throw all those numbers
out and consider a different scenario altogether. COVID has taken a devastating toll on the
arts industry on both a local and national scale. Many months into this pandemic, the true
cost of COVID’s impact on the arts and entertainment industry has yet to be known. Here is
what we do know:
On a National Scale: 1
•
Prior to COVID the arts sector directly employed 5 million workers and contributed
$877.8 billion, or 4.5 percent, to the nation’s GDP
Since COVID we have seen $50 billion in lost wages by creative workers and artists, and
•
a $10.4 billion loss in event-related audience spending
•
Non-profit arts organizations took a $9.1 billion loss
On the State Level: 2
•
Prior to COVID, creative industries in Ohio employed nearly 300,000 Ohioans,
accounted for more than $41 billion of the state’s economy, and generated nearly $4.5
billion in federal, state, and local taxes
•
Currently, one third of Ohio’s Arts and Culture Industry is unemployed due to COVID,
with more than 80,000 jobs lost and an estimated $3.3 billion in accumulative economic
loss (April-July 2020)
•
The creative sector accounts for Ohio’s highest unemployment rates: with those
working in arts and entertainment at 46.76 percent; leisure and hospitality at 30.04
percent; and accommodations and food at 27.24 percent 3
The Lima Symphony
•
We are anticipating a $200,000 deficit this year (nearly a third of our $703,472 operating
budget), due to many factors including lost ticket revenue and financial hardships
currently being experienced by many traditional symphony supporters (both individual
and business).
•

So far this year we have had to cancel:
April Grand Series concert (the finale of the 2019-2020 season)
•
•
Patriotic Pops
•
October Grand Series (the first of the 2020-2021 season)
•
New Year’s Eve Concert
•
Candlelight Concerts
•
Countless education and Healing Through Music programs

According to the Ohio Citizens for the Arts and American for the Arts
According to the Ohio Citizens of the Arts and Americans for the Arts
3
According to the June 2020 Ohio Labor Market Information
1
2
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But the news isn’t all bad. We are working very diligently to present a full and creative
season in any way possible, including four Grand Series concerts, a Young Person’s
Concert, a Family Concert, and a Downtown Day of Music. Our presentations will be in a
variety of different venues and/or digitally presented. We have had to re-write the script
this year, as every arts organization has done, to be able to continue to provide work for
our musicians, keep our organization relevant, and keep the arts alive in Lima.
Lima Symphony Orchestra patrons have stepped up tremendously this year, renewing
subscriptions despite uncertainty of concert formatting, and contributing generously to our
annual fund. Our Underwriters have continued their essential support and have placed full
faith in the ability of our organization to navigate these uncertain waters and reach those
in our community who could use a little uplift and inspiration now more than ever. For
your continued confidence and trust, we thank each of you.

2020 | 2021 Concert Season
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OVATION AWARD
The Lima Symphony Orchestra
was proud to receive the 2019
Ovation TV Stand For The Arts
Award. Ovation, America’s only
arts network, partnered with
Charter Communications, Inc.
to recognize outstanding local
arts, cultural, and educational
organizations and programs in
Charter’s Spectrum markets.
The initiative was part of the independent network’s national arts advocacy
platform called Stand for the Arts, which committed $120,000 to support
arts education in these Spectrum markets. The Lima Symphony was one of
only 12 recipients in 2019 and was awarded $10,000 to support our efforts
in innovative programming, community engagement, and increasing
accessibility to the arts. The Lima Symphony was the first orchestra to receive
this award in the three years since it began.
From Healing Through Music, Drumming Up Hope and prison outreach
programs, to dramatically increasing the number of children we reach each
year, the LSO has expanded its education and engagement programming
by 500 percent over the past three years. The LSO has formed meaningful
relationships throughout the community, including with organizations such
as BOOST (Building One’s Opportunities Starting Today), which has worked
closely with the LSO to keep orchestral music accessible and relevant to
the Lima community. The LSO is truly humbled to be recognized for our
innovation and will continue to seek new ways to bring the joy of our music
to everyone in the region.
Stand for the Arts Awards are granted based on how well an organization
empowers the community, builds strategic partnerships, drives engagement
through volunteerism and delivers creative programming. The award is
part of Ovation’s commitment to advocating for access to the arts for all.
The Lima Symphony was chosen as a recipient of the award based on the
meaningful and creative work the symphony, along with BOOST, is doing in
arts education, community engagement, and bringing diverse communities
together in the Lima region.
2020 | 2021 Concert Season
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2020 YOUNG PEOPLE’S CONCERT
Digital
Each year, more than 3,500 school children enjoy learning about and listening to
symphonic music at live performances designed especially for young people. These
age-appropriate concerts give students the opportunity to experience live orchestral
music performed by our full orchestra in a concert hall setting.
This year, things are a little different. We will still bring the wonder and joy of music
to children, but will have the opportunity to reach more people than ever before by
presenting a fully digital music experience. We thank all our generous sponsors for
their dedication to enhancing the lives of children in our community!
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I N- S CHO O L P ROG R AMS
Our In-School programs are a perfect opportunity to provide up-close, interactive
musical experiences for hundreds of children of all ages in Allen County. Students
have the chance to ask questions and hear about our world-renowned guest artists’
experiences. These relaxed, often informal presentations make music accessible
and interesting for children, many of whom may not otherwise have the opportunity
to hear live music. Thank you to Dominion and Lima Pathology for inspiring our
musicians of tomorrow through these programs!

LI MA
PATHOLOGY
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H E A L I N G THRO UG H MUS IC
“Healing Through Music,” a program developed in 2018, is intended to actively fight
the opioid crisis being experienced in our community and to reach out in earnest to
those struggling with other aspects of addiction and mental illness. The LSO firmly
believes that these individuals are a vital part of our community whose contribution
should be valued. They truly deserve opportunities for artistic experiences that music
can provide. As part of this program, Lima Symphony musicians have performed for
people in a variety of locations, including crisis stabilization units, hospitals, prisons,
housing for homeless veterans, and youth and family service centers, reaching those
directly impacted by drug addiction and mental illness. This program is made possible
by generous donations from Altria, Mercy Health/St. Rita’s, and Rudolph Foods.
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SYMP HO N Y S TORY T IME
Serving hundreds of children each year in seven counties, “Symphony Storytime” is
a fun and lively program that pairs beloved children’s books such as “Where the
Wild Things Are” and “The Story of Ferdinand” with classic masterworks performed
live by Lima Symphony musicians. This program allows children to experience
music through highly interactive performances, introducing them to basic musical
ideas and concepts. With a focus on creative movement and musical literacy,
“Symphony Storytime” is designed to spark your child’s imagination and to foster
a lifelong love and appreciation for music and literature. This program is free and
open to the public, made possible by our generous sponsors. For the 2020-2021
season, “Symphony Storytime” has moved online and is accessible through the Lima
Symphony website and YouTube page!

2020 | 2021 Concert Season
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M ORNI N GS WIT H TH E M A E ST RO
The LSO wants every child to have a host of opportunities to experience the joy and
wonder of live music! Mornings with the Maestro are vibrant educational programs
dreamed up by Maestro Andrew Crust and featuring Lima Symphony musicians.
These programs will introduce audiences to the basic elements of music in fun and
engaging ways. These programs are appropriate for all ages and free and open to
the public, made possible by our generous sponsors.
For a complete schedule of Mornings with the Maestro, visit the Lima Symphony
Orchestra website.
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DRUMMING U P H OP E
Drumming Up Hope, an extension of the Healing Through Music program, explores
the healing effects of community drumming. Engaging in the drumming experience
allows individuals to connect more easily with others, express themselves openly,
and release negative emotions. Participating in a community drumming experience
reduces feelings of isolation and gives an opportunity to create something that’s
both personal and collaborative. Now in its second year, Drumming Up Hope has
worked with groups at such venues as SAFY (Specialized Alternatives for Families
and Youth) and inmates at the Allen/Oakwood Correctional Institute. The drums
necessary for the success of this program were generously donated by Lima Pallet
Company, Radio Hospital, and Mid-American Cleaning. The LSO is sincerely grateful
for such outstanding support as we continue to engage our community in unique and
meaningful ways.
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BOOST A ND T H E L SO
During the 2019-2020 season, the Lima Symphony Orchestra established
a relationship with BOOST (Building One’s Opportunities Starting Today)
in order to discover ways that the symphony can better serve our region.
BOOST is an inclusive organization comprised of several minority business
owners and community leaders who work to form community partnerships
that will expand opportunity and awareness, including that of arts and
culture, to underserved members of our community. BOOST has partnered
with the LSO to promote diversity, opportunity, and community awareness
within the organization.
The LSO looks forward to continuing our relationship with BOOST. It
is more important now than ever before that the LSO make meaningful
connections in our community to enrich the lives of our existing patrons
and organization and to welcome new listeners into the enduring art form
that is classical music.
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MUSIC AT HO M E
The Lima Symphony joined forces with ArtSpace/Lima this summer to
engage our younger audiences. We created a series called “Music at Home.”
ArtSpace/Lima began distributing TO-GO Art Bags in March as a way to
bring art projects directly to people at home during the COVID-19 crisis.
The Lima Symphony joined this initiative beginning in early June and
continued on a bi-weekly basis throughout the summer creating instruction
sheets and videos detailing how to create simple and playable music
instruments using things around the house! Check out the entire series by
visiting the LSO website!

Instrument Projects Include:
Make Your Own Kazoo with violinist Bethany Maltinsky
Make Your Own Dundun with percussionist Sarah Waters
Make Your Own Panpipe with flutist Erin Grim
Make Your Own Horn with French Hornist Van Parker
Make Your Own Musical Glasses with percussionist Dane Newlove

2020 | 2021 Concert Season
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Project Noteworthy is a new initiative by the Lima Symphony
Orchestra in partnership with the Lima City Schools designed to serve
area school children who have suffered the trauma of isolation and
loneliness brought on by quarantine measures associated with the
current pandemic. Music has the unique ability to draw people out and
bring people together – both physically and in spirit - and may ease
the effects of isolation that can be emotionally devastating for young
people. This project is made possible by a grant from the National
Endowment for the Arts.
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Crescendo is a group whose mission is to connect young
professionals in our community who have a shared love and
desire to support the arts. Membership includes a variety of
unique and fun opportunities including exclusive rehearsal
previews, social events, listening sessions and much more!
For more information and to be added to our facebook group,
please contact renee@limasymphony.com.

Art of all kinds

- MUSIC, LITERATURE,
TRADITIONAL ARTS,
VISUAL ARTS can lift a community.

~ Martin O’Malley
2020 | 2021 Concert Season
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We proudly support the
Lima Symphony Orchestra
PRINTING
PROMO ITEMS
LOGOWEAR
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419-224-8747

1207 Findlay Road • Lima, Ohio 45801

ADDALINE.PROFORMA.COM
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Delight in the timeless holiday tradition of Tchaikovsky’s The Nutcracker.
Encapsulating the warmth and joy of the season, The Nutcracker follows the
musical journey of a young girl as she travels through magical lands. The
Nutcracker has become an essential part of the season for many around the
world, and the Symphony is so pleased to bring this delightful and uplifting
music back to our stage. Our production will feature the dancers of the
Cincinnati Ballet Professional Training Division as well as the angelic voices of
students from Liberty Arts Magnet School in Lima.
The Nutcracker

Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky
Overture
Act I: Tableau 1
No.1 Scene (The Christmas Tree)
No.2 March
No.3 Children’s Galop and Dance of the Parents
No.4 Dance Scene (Arrival of Drosselmeyer)
No.5 Scene and Grandfather Dance
No.6 Scene (Clara and the Nutcracker)
No.7 Scene (The Battle)
Act I: Tableau 2
No.8 Scene (A Pine Forest in Winter)
No.9 Waltz of the Snowflakes
Act II: Tableau 3
No.10 Scene (The Kingdom of Sweets)
No.11 Scene (Clara and Nutcracker Prince)
No.12 Divertissement:
		
a. Chocolate (Spanish Dance)
		
b. Coffee (Arabian Dance)
		
c. Tea (Chinese Dance)
		
d. Trepak (Russian Dance)
		
e. Dance of the Reed-Pipes
		
f. Mother Gigogne and the Clowns
No.13 Waltz of the Flowers
No.14 Pas de Deux (Sugar Plum Fairy and Prince
		
Coqueluche)
No.15 Final Waltz and Apotheosis

Radio broadcast:
FM 91 will broadcast tonight’s concert on
December 31, 2020 at 8:00 p.m.
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The Nutcracker (1892)
Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky (1840-1893)
Premiere: St. Petersburg, December 1892
Since its premiere in 1892, The Nutcracker ballet has become a timeless winter classic
and an annual tradition for many families. Based on the E. T. A. Hoffman tale “The
Nutcracker and the Mouse King,” the story tells of a little girl who receives a nutcracker
as a Christmas gift and her subsequent dream-like journey through fantastical lands.
When Tchaikovsky created the music for The Nutcracker, he had already demonstrated
considerable success as a composer of music for the ballet. Previous scores included The
Sleeping Beauty in 1890 and Swan Lake in 1877. The first performance took place at the
Imperial Mariinsky Theatre in Saint Petersburg, Russia.
While the initial ballet was not a great success, the music for the ballet was and has
been frequently performed since its premiere. The ballet itself regained popularity
over time and by the 1960s, many ballet companies throughout the United States had
taken to mounting the production on an annual basis. The short vignettes of different
magical lands, coupled with featured roles for children throughout the ballet, offer
delight for both young and old. Tchaikovsky’s now-ubiquitous score is melodic, rich,
and uncomplicated. The combination of fantasy, wholesomeness, and enduring musical
quality have made The Nutcracker an accessible and favorite ballet for both seasoned
patrons and first-time attendees.
The Nutcracker ballet is orchestrated for flute/piccolo, oboe/English horn, two clarinets,
bassoon, two horns, two trumpets, bass trombone, timpani, percussion, harp, celesta,
and strings.
© 2020 Renee Keller
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Liberty Arts Magnet Chorus
The Lima City Schools Liberty Arts Magnet program is a kindergarten through
eighth-grade magnet school. Liberty utilizes experiential learning demonstrated
through various art forms. Along with traditional classes (reading, math, science and
social studies), students participate in theatre, visual arts, dance and both vocal and
instrumental music. The arts are integrated into ALL academic areas. All students are
welcome at Liberty, with or without previous experiences in the arts. The Arts Magnet
Program is privileged to have had the opportunity to provide arts-embedded education
to the children of the greater Lima Community for more than 25 years strong.
Ashyiah Allen
Kenzie Castle
Genevieve Chongson
Alyssa Guthrie
Aleksei Jackson

Chrishe’ney Jessee
Kaleigha Jones
Rose Lawrence
Ava Lyons
Moriah McGlaughlin

Elana Miller
Tamiah Pryor
Sophie Tippie

Cincinnati Ballet Professional Training Division
Cincinnati Ballet’s Professional Training Division is an elite training program
designed to support the transition from student to professional dancer. Participants are
immersed in a course of study aligned with the artistic standards of Cincinnati Ballet’s
Professional Company and participants dance alongside Cincinnati Ballet’s Second
Company. The students of this program are selected by invitation only and partake in
a rigorous training schedule and curriculum that will prepare them for professional
careers as dancers.
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ANDREW CRUST
Music Director and Conductor
ANDREW CRUST is the newly-appointed Music Director of the
Lima Symphony, the fifth Music Director in the organization’s
history, and has developed a versatile international career as a
conductor of orchestral, opera, ballet and pops programs.
Crust also serves as the Associate Conductor of the Vancouver
Symphony in Canada, where he conducts a large number of
subscription, pops, educational and contemporary concerts
each season.
In the current and upcoming seasons Crust will debut with the
Vermont and Bozeman Symphonies as a Music Director finalist,
and with the San Diego Symphony, Calgary Philharmonic and Arkansas Symphony
as a guest conductor. Other recent engagements include performances with the
Winnipeg Symphony, Memphis Symphony, Hartford Symphony, and l’Orchestre de la
Francophonie in Québec.
Crust won a Solti Foundation US Career Assistance Award in 2020, and in 2017 was
awarded First Prize at the Accademia Chigiana by Daniele Gatti, receiving a scholarship
and an invitation to guest conduct the Orchestra di Sanremo in Italy. He was a semifinalist for the Nestlé/Salzburg Festival’s Young Conductors Award competition and
was selected by members of the Vienna Philharmonic as a winner of the Ansbacher
Fellowship with full access to all rehearsals and performances of the Salzburg Festival.
Crust is equally at ease in the pit, having conducted ballet with Ballet Memphis and
the New Ballet Ensemble and opera with Opera McGill, College Light Opera Company,
Boulder Opera Company, and others. As a Pops conductor, Crust has collaborated with
such artists as Rufus Wainwright, Michael Bolton, Cirque de la Symphonie, the United
States Jazz Ambassadors and many others. Crust has also established himself as a
conductor of films with orchestra.
Crust served as Assistant Conductor of the Memphis Symphony Orchestra from
2017-2019 where he conducted around forty concerts each season. He stepped in last
minute for a successful subscription performance featuring Bernstein’s Serenade
with violinist Charles Yang. Crust also served as Conductor of the Memphis Youth
Symphony Program. As the Assistant Conductor of the Portland Symphony Orchestra
in Maine from 2016-2018, he conducted a variety of concert series, helped coordinate
the orchestra’s extensive educational programs, and helped lead a program for
concertgoers under 40 called “Symphony and Spirits”.
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Crust was the Assistant Conductor of the National Youth Orchestra of the USA (NYOUSA) in the summers of 2017 and 2018, assisting Michael Tilson Thomas on an Asian
tour, as well as Giancarlo Guerrero, Marin Alsop and James Ross at Carnegie Hall and
in a side-by-side performance with the Philadelphia Orchestra. He has also served as
Cover Conductor of the Kansas City Symphony, San Diego Symphony and Nashville
Symphony, Assistant/Cover Conductor of the Boulder Philharmonic and Assistant
Conductor of Opera McGill.
Abroad, he has led concerts with the Orchestra Giovanile Italiana in Italy, Hamburger
Symphoniker at the Mendelssohn Festival in Germany, the Moravian Philharmonic in
the Czech Republic and the Orquesta Sinfónica de Chile in Santiago.
Crust is dedicated to exploring new ways of bringing the classical music experience
into the 21st century through innovative programming and marketing, creating
community-oriented and socially-sensitive concert experiences, and utilizing social
media and unique venues. Crust is a firm believer in meaningful music education,
having produced and written a number of original educational programs with
orchestras, as well as innovative programs such as VSO Relaxed Concerts, designed for
neurodiverse communities.
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LIMA SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
VIOLIN I
Michael Houff--Concertmaster
Thomas Carey
Maureen Case
Pin-Hsuan Chen
Anita Chiu

Shuchen Jiang
Ling Na Kao
Anat Kardontchik
Alexandria Midcalf
Nicholas Naegele

Yanina Nagorny
Madalyn Navis
Alayne Wegner

Lu Li
Sarah Longbrake
Bethany Maltinsky
Ilona Orban
Emory Rosenow

Michael Shaffer
Michael Sieberg
William Stanley
Carla Weltin

Gayle Mitchell
Ruth Myers
Carly Rockenhauser

Leslie Schultz
Daniel Winfield

Jonathan Kampfe
Otavio Kavakama
Li Chuan Lin
Shelbi Wagner

Wei-Shuan Yu
Xinya Zhou

Michael Cerrone
Joanne Shaffer
Aidan Terry

Nicholas Young

Nancy Calhoun

Octavian Moldovean

Joe Basel

Jillian Kouzel

VIOLIN II
Matthew Latawiec--Principal
Lori Bright
Gina Buzzelli
Lesa DeBorde
Christine Klosterman

VIOLA
Carmen Granger--Principal
Teri Abler-Diekfuss
Vince Huzicka

CELLO
Sybil Baker
Darlene Barrett
Gustavo Carpinteyro-Lara
Daniel Comiskey

BASS
Victor Dome--Co Principal
Ben Grabell--Co Principal
Moses Carreker

FLUTE
Erin Grim--Principal

OBOE
Terri Rivetti--Principal

CLARINET
Hila Zamir--Principal
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BASSOON
Michael Suman--Principal
Omar Lozano

Sally Hinkle Teegarden
John DeGruchy

FRENCH HORN
Nan Bremer
Greg Hillis

Van Parker
Nancy Wehrkamp

TRUMPET
Paul Hoverman

Isaac Winland

TROMBONE
Dale Laukhuf--Principal
Anthony Alessandrini

Peter Deal
Daniel Rodriguez

Scott Rogers

TUBA
Tim Olt--Principal

Kevin Graham

TIMPANI / PERCUSSION
Jim Leaman--Principal
Renee Keller

Tim Mattis
Dane Newlove

Bridget Olenik
Sarah Waters

HARP
Julie Buzzelli

James Predovich

PIANO / KEYBOARDS
Jill Coston--Principal
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LIMA SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA STAFF
Elizabeth Brown-Ellis
Executive Director

Andrew Crust
Music Director

Mark Suderman

Sarah Longbrake
Librarian

Renee Keller

Marketing & Education/
Ticket Coordinator

Lima Symphony Chorus
Conductor

Trish Wilson

Kim Shanahan

Joyce Tracy

Lima Area Youth Orchestra
Conductor

Suzanne Hollenbacher
Assistant to Chorus Director

Bookkeeper

Executive Assistant

Director of Development

Maureen Case

Beverly Steele

Personnel Manager

Sarah Waters

Production/Stage Manager

A special thank you to the staff of the Veterans Memorial Civic Center
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
OFFICERS
Shannon Wannemacher, President
Ty Lotz, Vice President

Ben Diepenbrock, Treasurer
Jan Hawk, Secretary

MEMBERS
Doug Corwin
Neil Darr
Keith Davis
Chris DiBiasio
Jim Gideon
Stefanie Holtz
Steve Johnson
Natasha Kaufman

Kari Kuhn
Stacey Reineke
Dennis Richardson
Father David Ross
Lynn Schaub
Melissa Sponseller
Chad Stearns
Autumn Swanson

Anita Uetrecht
Jeff Unterbrink
U. William Walter
Donald Witter
Omar Zehery

LIFETIME MEMBERS
Evans Pseekos
Dick Riggs

Barbara Young

ORCHESTRA REPRESENTATIVES
Lesa DeBorde
Joanne Shaffer

CHORUS REPRESENTATIVE
Cathy Woodward

FRIENDS OF THE SYMPHONY PRESIDENT
Joe Warnement
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PAST PRESIDENTS
John LaRotonda

Richard Riggs

Violet Meek

Oren E. Dickason

Easter Straker

Tim Hornsey

Saul Seigel

Russell I. Pisle, Jr.

Linda Burkhalter

Tony Pranses

Thomas Lentz

Tom Leininger

John P. Camilli

Susie Shin

Scott Shafer

James Greene

Wesley T. Runk

Tim Stanford

Ralph Snowball

Walter Urban

Steve Johnson

Robert Harter

Thomas Selis

Kevin Hawley

Harold Sehnert

Victor Marone

Don Witter

Kenneth Wessell

James Chiles

Elizabeth Sondheimer

Louis A Nobile, Jr.
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FRIENDS OF SYMPHONY
BY JOE WARNEMENT

President of the Friends of the Symphony
The “Friends of the Symphony” is an organization
dedicated to supporting our Lima Symphony. We donate
our time to organizing such events as the Young Artist
Competition held at Bluffton University in the Spring, the
Stars & Strings event in March, the geranium sale in May,
and the mum sale in September at Apollo Career Center.
The Friends can be found promoting music at all symphony
events. We have a love for music and are proud to support
this wonderfully talented symphony. Due to our generous
supporters and fundraisers, we were able to donate, Drum
Roll Please!!!! $22,600 to the symphony in 2019 - 2020. This
year we have added Chicken and Rib BBQs and Flamingo
Flocking to our fundraising efforts
Our group meets once a month, on the second Wednesday, to plan our events and
throughout the year for luncheons. These luncheons are filled with laughter, fun,
and great conversation as well as a chance to meet and hear from the soloists for
the upcoming concert and Maestro Andrew Crust.
We kicked off our season with an afternoon tea at ArtSpace/Lima on September
13th. Our luncheons are typically in November, December, February, and April,
and are hosted by our vice president, Barbra Darr, on the Friday before Symphony
concerts.
To accompany this year’s symphony theme of Joyful Beginnings, the FOS selected
“Being One” as our theme. This season of change and adaptation due to Covid 19
has taught us all that we need to think outside the box, which we have done with
great success. We are always looking for new members to help us promote and
support our symphony, as we are fortunate to have a symphony of this caliber so
close to home.
The Friends would love to welcome you as a new member or contributor to our
events. If you are interested in joining us, please contact Pat Schneider, our
membership chair, at 419-339-0568, or me at 419-796-6960.
Keep the Music Going!
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The Friends of the Symphony is busier than ever! Get involved
with this fantastic group that actively supports the Lima
Symphony Orchestra all year long.
The Friends of the Symphony is a volunteer group dedicated to
promoting and strengthening the orchestra through volunteer
and financial support.
Play your part by becoming a member today:
Single membership: $30
Couples membership: $40
Contributing membership: $50

Luncheons at Shawnee Country Club:
The Friends of the Symphony frequently hold luncheons at Shawnee Country
Club, where members have the opportunity to get a pre-concert glimpse of the
program and meet and speak to Music Director Andrew Crust, guest conductors,
soloists, and other special guests.

Special Events
Throughout the year, the Friends of the Symphony plan a number of exciting
events to raise money for the symphony. Some of these events include:
• Annual Geranium Sale
• Annual Mum Sale
• Stars and Strings Dinner
• Festive Summertime Flamingo Flocking
• BBQ dinners

Call to RSVP or for more information today: (419) 222-5701.

Friends of the Symphony • P.O. Box 1651 • Lima, Ohio 45802
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From a re-imagination of a Baroque masterpiece to a pillar of classical
ingenuity, Re:Imagination presents creativity from every angle. The evening
begins with Max Richter’s Four Seasons Recomposed, inviting listeners to fall
in love with Vivaldi’s timeless Four Seasons once again through a modern
musical lens. Set to a tonal and slow-moving harmonic accompaniment, the
work falls somewhere between the Baroque and 21st century, with hints of
electronic music, phase music, and tintinnabulation. Closing the concert is
Schubert’s youthful and breezy Symphony No. 5 in Bb Major. Mozartian in its
light instrumentation and enduring melodic content, the tuneful evocation of
the Austrian countryside makes the dramatic peaks of the work all the more
ebullient when they appear.
Max Richter/Antonio Vivaldi

Four Seasons Recomposed
Shannon Lee, Violin
Spring
		
Spring I: Dolce
		
Spring II: Largo e pianissimo sempre
		
Spring III: Allegro
Summer
		
Summer I: Allegro non molto
		
Summer II: Adagio
		
Summer III: Presto
Autumn
		
Autumn I: Allegro – Larghetto
		
Autumn II: Adagio molto
		
Autumn III: Allegro
Winter
		
Winter I: Allegro non molto
		
Winter II: Largo – Molto rubato
		
Winter III: Allegro ma leggiero
Intermission
Franz Schubert

Symphony No. 5 in Bb Major D. 485
I. Allegro
II. Andante con moto
III. Menuetto. Allegro molto
IV. Allegro vivace

Radio broadcast:
FM 91 will broadcast tonight’s concert on
April 15, 2021 at 8:00 p.m.
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Recomposed by Max Richter: Vivaldi – The Four Seasons
Max Richter (b. 1966)
Recording Release Date: August 2012 on Deutsche Grammophon
Few classical works are as recognizable as Vivaldi’s Four Seasons. And few works have
been tinkered with, transcribed, referenced, remixed, sampled, and sliced as much as
Four Seasons. One of the more recent incarnations of this work is German-born British
composer Max Richter’s 2012 Four Seasons Recomposed. The new work is a complete
recomposition and reinterpretation of the original work using only about 25 percent of
the original material. With the material he does use, Richter reimagines the piece using
many postmodern and minimalist techniques such as looping and phasing.
Composed by Antonio Vivaldi as a group of four violin concerti around 1716-1717, each
work represents a different season of the year. Vivaldi’s musical legacy epitomizes the
sound of the Baroque. Even renowned Baroque master J. S. Bach borrowed the theme
of the first movement of “Spring” in his cantata Wer weiß, wie nahe mir mein Ende?
(BWV 27) not long after it was written. Though a prime example of Baroque style, Four
Seasons also uses many programmatic elements depicting nature, animals, and weather
with musical devices – something that did not gain widespread popularity until the
Romantic Era more than 100 years later.
The question then presents itself: why tinker with a work that is at once so celebrated
and renowned as the Four Seasons? For Richter, the answer is love, as he explained in a
2012 NPR interview. Richter said, “As a child, I fell in love with [the Four Seasons]. It’s
beautiful, charming music with a great melody and wonderful colors. Then, later on, as
I became more musically aware — literate, studied music and listened to a lot of music
— I found it more difficult to love it. We hear it everywhere — when you’re on hold,
you hear it in the shopping center, in advertising; it’s everywhere. For me, the record
and the project are trying to reclaim the piece, to fall in love with it again…I think it’s
been received in the spirit that I wrote it, which is, in a way, an act of love towards this
fantastic masterpiece. And, you know, my piece doesn’t erase the Vivaldi original. It’s a
conversation from a viewpoint. I think this is just one way to engage with it.”
Richter’s diversity of styles and training appear from the first notes of the piece.
From the chaos of ethereal sounds and patterns, a distinct harmonic language
emerges along with signature melodic strains of Vivaldi’s unmistakable original. Set
to a tonal and slow-moving harmonic accompaniment, the work falls somewhere
between the chittering bird-like sounds of the Baroque masterpiece, the haunting
electronic spheres of Luciano Berio (with whom Richter studied), the shifting phases
of minimalist composer Steve Reich, and the transcendent introspection of Arvo Pärt’s
tintinnabulation. In this work Richter has succeeded in doing the unlikely – creating a
new masterpiece out of an old masterpiece.
Recomposed: Vivaldi – The Four Seasons is orchestrated for soloist and string
orchestra.
© 2020 Renee Keller
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Symphony No. 5 in Bb Major D. 485 (1816)
Franz Schubert (1797-1828)
Public Premiere: October 1841, Vienna
Few composers were as prolific as Schubert, especially considering his short life.
During his 31 years, Schubert composed more than 1,500 works. Comparisons to
fellow Austrian Mozart are inevitable. Both composers had an extensive compositional
output in various mediums. Both died tragically young and penniless, and both
were masters of melody, creating tuneful and approachable works that belie their
complexity and innovation. Schubert himself revered Mozart, whose towering legacy
was still alive and well in Vienna during Schubert’s lifetime. However, unlike Mozart,
Schubert’s genius was known primarily only by a small circle of friends and admirers
who were among the few people to hear his compositions during his lifetime. Many
of these performances took place at his famous “Schubertiade” parties, where he
would showcase his new songs. Schubert’s personality was as endearing as his music
(his plump frame and diminutive physical stature at under 5 feet earned him the
nickname “Schwammerl” - little mushroom). It was through a combination of his
pleasant demeanor and generous acquaintances that he was able to devote his time to
composition.
In 1822, Schubert contracted syphilis, causing him severe illness and eventual death.
Throughout the years of his declining health, Schubert’s output never diminished.
One unfortunate outcome of Schubert’s early death was that many of his works did
not receive performances at the time they were written. However, several prominent
composers including Liszt, Schumann, Brahms, and Mendelssohn continued to
champion his music after his death, cementing his legacy and perennial popularity,
which continue to this day.
The Symphony No. 5 was written during 1816. Around the same time, the 19-yearold Schubert began a degree in law at the urging of his father; one that he never
completed, which is unsurprising considering that he composed around 200 works
in that year alone. The work was privately performed that year but did not receive a
public premiere until more than a decade after the composer’s death. The work bears
influence of Mozart in its light instrumentation (this is Schubert’s only symphony to
omit clarinets, trumpets, and timpani) and enduring melodic content. The lightness and
ease of unforced simplicity and tuneful evocation of the Austrian countryside make the
dramatic peaks of the work all the more ebullient when they appear.
The Symphony No. 5 in Bb Major is in a standard four-movement symphonic form:
Allegro, Andante con moto, Menuetto, and Allegro vivace. It is orchestrated for flute,
two oboes, two bassoons, two horns, and strings.
© 2020 Renee Keller
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Shannon Lee
Violinist Shannon Lee has been praised for her “remarkable
fire, impeccable intonation, and big, vibrant tone”
(Gramophone). She is a recent prizewinner in several
international competitions, including top prize and audience
award at the Sendai Competition in Japan, fourth prize at the
Queen Elisabeth Competition in Belgium, second place at the
Naumburg Competition in New York City, and Laureate at
the Indianapolis Competition, where she was also recognized
for Best Performance of an Ysaÿe Sonata. Her festival
appearances as a soloist and chamber musician include
Heifetz International Music Institute as Artist-in-Residence,
Krzyżowa-Music, Music@Menlo, and Music From Angel
Fire. In 2016-17 she was a founding member of Bicycle String Trio, performing at the
Norfolk Chamber Music Festival and Avaloch Farm Music Institute. Lee also received
generous support from the Sylva Gelber Foundation in Canada through their Award for
career development.
Born in Canada, Lee began studying violin at age four in Plano, Texas. She made
her solo debut at the age of twelve with the Dallas Symphony Orchestra, and two
years later performed in Europe with Maestro Christof Perick and the Nuremberg
Philharmonic. Other notable appearances include with the Nashville Symphony,
Las Vegas Philharmonic, Fresno Philharmonic and Phoenix Symphony. Her debut
recording, Introducing Shannon Lee, features 19th and 20th century violin-piano
works, which Gramophone magazine praised for Lee’s “technical command and fearless
virtuosity.”
Lee is pursuing a master’s degree in Violin Performance at the Cleveland Institute
of Music, studying with Jaime Laredo and Jan Sloman as the inaugural Presidential
Scholarship recipient. She received a diploma from the Curtis Institute of Music in
Philadelphia as a student of Ida Kavafian and Arnold Steinhardt. In Philadelphia,
she also served as a Curtis ArtistYear Fellow under the mentorship of Mary Javian,
developing the music program at Cramp Elementary Pre-K and working with All City
Orchestra chamber music programs for high school students. Previously she completed
her bachelor’s degree in computer science from Columbia University while taking
violin lessons with David Nadien. In Texas, Lee studied with Jan Sloman, and has
played privately or in master classes for Rainer Schmidt, Guillaume Pirard, and Boris
Kushnir.
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THE SYMPHONY

Sign up today and help the
Lima Symphony Orchestra
every time you shop.
Register at www.Smile.Amazon.com
and at www.iGive.com today.
A portion of every purchase is donated
to the LSO. With more than 1,400 on-line
retailers and a $5 bonus just for registering,
it’s never been easier to support the LSO.

It’s fast, easy, automatic
and no extra cost to you.
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NOTES FROM UNDERWRITERS
AR-HALE FAMILY FOUNDATION
Leo Hawk

The AR-Hale Family Foundation is proud to support the arts in our
community through the Lima Symphony Orchestra. The cultural
benefits provide children and adults a tremendous opportunity. This
year, we are pleased to provide support for the appearance of the
Lima Symphony Chorus and to play a part in the success of both the
Symphony and the Chorus. Congratulations to the members of both
these fine groups of musicians.

BENEVOLENT AND PROTECTIVE ORDER OF ELKS
Since being chartered in 1886, the Lima Lodge No. 54 of the
Benevolent and Protective Order of Elks has been a strong supporter
of youth activities in our community. Athletic, education, and
scholastic activities have been a major focus of that mission.
Partnering with the Lima Symphony Orchestra to help present
the Young People’s Concert allows us to strengthen the education
mission and brings pride to our Lodge by fulfilling our motto:
Elks Care – Elks Share

COOPER FAMILY FOUNDATION
The Cooper Family Foundation is proud to support the Lima
Symphony Orchestra and their Symphony Storytime program.
The Cooper family prides itself on its ability to give back to the
local clubs, organizations, schools and various programs in and
around the communities in which Cooper Farms does business.
We know that the children are our future, and that the Lima
Symphony Orchestra and its programs provide valuable tools for
growth.
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DOMINION

Peggy A. Ehora, Manager, Community Relations
Dominion has always been proud of its association with the Lima
Symphony Orchestra. Our community is truly blessed to have an
orchestra of this caliber. We are especially proud to be a part of the
symphony’s in-school programming, where we hope to be recruiting
our future symphony members. Thank you, LSO, for letting us be a
part of your family.

FRIENDS OF THE SYMPHONY
Joe Warnement, President

The Friends of the Symphony actively seeks to support the LSO
and enrich lives within the Lima community by broadening the
musical experiences right here in our hometown. The Young Artist
Competition provides valuable performance experiences, monetary
prize opportunities and makes Lima the premier regional destination
for the very best in classical music.

THE LATE HENRY AND BEVERLY HAWK
Through their decades of generous support of our annual family
concerts, Beverly and Henry Hawk made it possible for than 85,000
area children and their families to experience the magic of a live
symphony performance created especially for them. During their
lives, Henry and Bev challenged us, encouraged us and always
supported us. Their giving and joyful spirt is with us as we continue
to strive for innovative and meaningful children’s performances,
carrying their legacy well into the future.
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NOTES FROM UNDERWRITERS
HCF FAMILY OF COMPANIES
Just as the Unverferth family, Burton’s Ridge Assisted Living,
Encompass Care, Heritage Health Care, Lima Manor, Roselawn
Manor, Shawnee Manor and Wapakoneta Manor take care of the
health and transitional care needs of our community, the Lima
Symphony Orchestra enriches the Lima area’s social and cultural
spirit. Lima Symphony Orchestra’s dedication, teamwork and
commitment to excellence continue to be the strength of this
community. HCF Family of Companies are honored to be a sponsor
of this superb group.

HONDA OF AMERICA
Honda is proud to support the Lima Symphony Orchestra. At Honda,
The Power of Dreams is more than just a slogan -- it is what drives
us. Whether you design vehicles or compose scores, Honda strives to
create an environment where everyone can follow their dreams and
create great things.

HUSKY ENERGY

Claudio Ingaramo, Vice President, U.S. Refining
Husky Lima Refinery supports the communities where our
employees live and work. Lima Symphony Orchestra plays a critical
role in supporting a strong and vibrant community. We are proud
to be a part of our splendid professional symphony’s tradition and
excellence.
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INTERIM HEALTHCARE
Interim Hospice supports the legacy of our patients along with the
legacy of The Lima Symphony Orchestra. It is an honor to serve in
times of need, and we value the ability to show our appreciation of
our beautiful symphony by underwriting the February concert in
memory of one of our own, Martha MacDonell.

LIMA MEMORIAL HEALTH SYSTEM
Michael Swick, President

Lima Memorial Health System is proud of our longstanding
association with the Lima Symphony Orchestra. The symphony plays
a vital part in the health and well-being of our community. Music can
make us feel powerful emotions and is known to have the ability to
improve our health and well-being by reducing stress levels, relieving
anxiety and improving memory. As Lima’s only locally-owned health
system, we too are here to improve the health of our community
through comprehensive health services and investments in our
community. We are privileged to support another key community
asset that makes our region vibrant.

LIMA PATHOLOGY
Lima Pathology Associates is a proud supporter of LSO’s In-School Programs because
we believe they open the door to a lifetime of music appreciation and participation. For
many local children, LSO is their first exposure to classical music, and we want them to
experience the beauty, the challenge and the inspiration of live musical performance.
Music can be a vital tool in helping children of all ages live happier and healthier lives.
Every season, infants and toddlers listen to the LSO at local libraries, and high schoolers
take pride in performing with the youth orchestra. With the fresh perspective and
contemporary guidance of conductor Andrew Crust, promising opportunities for new
educational partnerships await us. The education and inspiration of future musicians are up
to the communities in which they live. It is our sincere hope that the classical musicians of
tomorrow will return to Lima and contribute to our treasured symphony.
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NOTES FROM UNDERWRITERS
LIMA ROTARY FOUNDATION
The Lima Rotary Foundation is pleased to support the Young People’s
Concert and Mornings with the Maestro. Introducing youth to
classical music is a key part of the Orchestra’s efforts to cultivate
a vibrant cultural community where the arts thrive. Our region is
better for those efforts in so many ways. Contributions from our
members enable the Lima Rotary Foundation to support education,
community well-being and those with disabilities in need of
assistance.

MERCY HEALTH

Ronda Lehman, President
Mercy Health/St. Rita’s is pleased to be supporting this new season
with the Lima Symphony Orchestra and would like to welcome new
Music Director Andrew Crust! We know that music is not only a
wonderful source of relaxation and entertainment, but that it also
has many health benefits such as reducing stress, being a source
of comfort and easing pain. Our community is blessed to have the
LSO providing such inspiration for audiences of all ages, and Mercy
Health is grateful to be a partner in this endeavor.

NUTRIEN
Nutrien is proud to be a member of the Lima community and to
sponsor the Lima Symphony Orchestra. It is a continuing goal
of Nutrien to be a responsible member of our communities. By
supporting projects and initiatives that reflect the goals and values
of our company, we strive to improve the quality of life in the areas
where we work and live -- Building strong relationships with and
improving our community.
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PREMIER BANK
Premier Bank is a full-service community bank known for strong
customer relationships and community support through the
donation of time and resources. Our customers, employees and
the communities we serve drive us to be the best we can be. It’s
because we see ourselves as more than just a bank – we’re passionate
about being the partner that helps others achieve their best. In
fact, our motto is “Powered by People,” and we truly believe in
that philosophy. It’s from the deep connections we build with our
customers, employees and communities that we find our purpose, our
energy and our inspiration to help others achieve their best. That’s
what it means to be powered by people.
Premier Bank has branches, loan offices and wealth offices
throughout Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Pennsylvania and West
Virginia.

REINEKE FAMILY DEALERSHIPS
Thomas A. Reineke, President and CEO

We’re ready for a classical music reset and excited to be a part of
Maestro Andrew Crust’s landmark season! The LSO is indispensable
to the growth and development of music culture in Lima and the
surrounding area. The magic the music weaves by connecting an
entire audience together will create something meaningful for each
of us individually. Our orchestra will continue to show everyone that
music has never been more needed, more vibrant and more relevant.

RHODES STATE COLLEGE
Rhodes State College is dedicated to building partnerships that
enhance the College’s mission to change lives, build futures and
improve communities through lifelong learning. Innovation and
interdisciplinary education are essential to the College’s vision. This
is why we are proud to partner with the Lima Symphony Orchestra
to bring creative expressions of musical excellence to life in our city
for the benefit of all.
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NOTES FROM UNDERWRITERS
STATE BANK

Andrew S. Farley, Senior Vice President and Marketing Executive
State Bank is proud to support the Lima Symphony Orchestra’s
“Symphony Storytime” which enriches the lives of children and
their families in seven area counties. Their meaningful educational
experiences through interactive teaching and performances is a
strength shared through our communities. With their innovation
in 2020 to offer “Symphony Storytime” online, accessibility has
surpassed our local counties and is now available to the world. We
are excited to participate with LSO again this year.

SUPERIOR CREDIT UNION
Phil Buell, President and CEO

The Greater Lima region is blessed to have a local, professional
orchestra for our enjoyment. The LSO is one of our community’s true
gems. Superior is proud to once again sponsor the Lima Symphony’s
opening concert, and we wish them another wonderful season!

TOM AHL FAMILY OF DEALERSHIPS
Tom Ahl, Dealer Principal

What an exciting honor it is for us at the Tom Ahl Family of
Dealerships to have a part in helping the Lima Symphony
Orchestra with the Christmas program -- Bells, Brass & Bows.
I’m amazed every year at what a fantastic job the orchestra does
to bring in the hope and joy of the Christmas season. Thank
you, Lima Symphony for your “KNOCK YOUR SOCKS OFF”
performances.
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WALTER DEVELOPMENT
William Walter, President

Through the efforts and support of many dedicated people over
the years, Lima has managed to maintain its own outstanding
Lima Symphony Orchestra. Today that Symphony struggles to
endure the rigors of a global pandemic. But fortified with a bright
new Conductor, an involved and willing board, and very capable
management what they need most of all at this time is our strong
support to get them to that bright future that exists for them. We
at Walter Development have chosen this time to step up our longstanding support for Lima’s own cultural gem – The Symphony!
Won’t you join us?

WANNEMACHER TOTAL LOGISTICS

Greg Wannemacher, President Emeritus, and Andy Wannemacher, President
It is with great pride that Wannemacher Total Logistics underwrites
“Lyrical Exuberance” this season. We applaud the Lima Symphony
Orchestra for enriching our community since 1953 with outstanding
artistry and musicianship. The arts play a vital role in the
development of our community, and we couldn’t be more pleased to
support this effort.

WEBB INSURANCE, INC.
Larry Webb, President

With the resurgence of Downtown Lima, Webb Insurance continues
to support the Lima Symphony as a great benefit to the community.
We are proud supporters of the Lima Symphony and the immense
value and amazing performances that they bring to Lima and the
surrounding communities.
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TRIBUTE GIFTS
These gifts, received between July 1, 2019 and October 20, 2020, provide a
personal expression of recognition, honor, and remembrance. Thank you.
IN LOVING MEMORY OF HAROLD BECKETT
Tom Beckett

IN LOVING MEMORY OF BERT BLAIR
Elaine (Harrod) Goldsmith

IN LOVING MEMORY OF NORMA DARST
Elaine (Harrod) Goldsmith

IN LOVING MEMORY OF JOSEF FIRSZT
Elaine (Harrod) Goldsmith

IN LOVING MEMORY OF MARTHA MACDONELL
David Adams
Miriam Adams
Bob and Rita Brown
Elizabeth Brown-Ellis
The Cory Family
Bill Darst
Delphian Club
Liz Maconell, Lisa and Cole Domenico
Fred and Cathy Eldridge
Bob and Ellen Fitzgerald
Friends of the Symphony
Bethany George
Dean and Jane Gladden
Gerald and James Horn
John O. Houston (US Private Companies)
Jerilyn Johnson
Kewpee
Gloria Leech
Lonnie and Linda Lehman
Lima/Allen County Chamber of Commerce
John and Sally MacDonell
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Sara MacDonell
Edward and Julie Malmstrom
Douglas S. and Cynthia McKay
James and Janice Meredith
Steve and Lyn Mulcahy
Tekla Murphy
Ralph Nowak
Old National Bancorp
Robert and Jill Prugar
Rev 1 Ventures - Yvonne Katris
Lois Rubens
Tim and Tami Stanford
Jutta Wait
U William and Charlene Walter
Larry and Marcia Webb
Wanda Werking
Jim and Kim Wilson
Neil and Betsy Winget
Daniel Wright
Lawrence and Barbara Young

IN LOVING MEMORY OF ROSEMARY PALMER
Friends of the Symphony

IN LOVING MEMORY OF NORMA RIGGS
David Adams
Bob and Rita Brown
Elizabeth Brown-Ellis
Jan Creech
Joseph Edman
Nancy Ellis
Friends of the Symphony
Stephanie Skylar Hench and Eric Hench

Barbara Kirchner
Lois Rubens
Stephen and Carol Spackey
Tim & Tami Stanford
U. William and Charlene Walter
Lawrence and Barbara Young
Maha Zehery

IN LOVING MEMORY OF LOUIS AND MARY HARROD
Elaine (Harrod) Goldsmith

IN HONOR OF THE LSO WOMEN’S GUILD
Elaine (Harrod) Goldsmith

IN LOVING MEMORY OF POLLY SCHERGER
Robert Scherger

IN LOVING MEMORY OF WERNER SONNTAG
Elaine (Harrod) Goldsmith

IN HONOR OF CAROL AND ROBERT STERN
Elaine (Harrod) Goldsmith

IN LOVING MEMORY OF DOM TROVARELLI
Elaine (Harrod) Goldsmith

IN HONOR OF BARBARA YOUNG
Elaine (Harrod) Goldsmith
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VIRTUOSO SOCIETY

TO BENEFIT THE ENDOWMENT FUND
Anonymous

Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Ringle

Carla Churchill

Scott L. Shafer

M. D. Collins

Kimberly Shanahan

Frances W. Davidson (deceased)

Dr. Robert Sigman (deceased)

Martha W. Farmer (deceased)

Elizabeth Sondheimer (deceased)

Patricia Fernandez

Jo Souder (deceased)

Mr. and Mrs. Roger Fricke

Carol and Bob (deceased) Stern

Harold and Jean Goodnight (deceased)

Miss Easter Straker (deceased)

Beverly A. Hawk (deceased)

Nancy A. Stroh

Dr. Susan Lee Hubbell

Mr. and Mrs. George Vaubel

Mr. and Mrs. Tom Lentz

Dr. Carl and Marleen Wehri

Tom and Sally Martin (deceased)

Dr. and Mrs. Lawrence Young

Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Mills (deceased)
Candice L. Newland

Members of the Virtuoso Society help secure the long-range financial
stability of our orchestra with a gift to our endowment fund. A gift of
$2,000 or more may be made with a cash contribution, a life insurance
policy, a codicil added to one’s will, establishment of a charitable trust, gifts
of appreciated stocks or property, or an annuity.
If you have provided for the Lima Symphony Orchestra in any of these
ways, please contact Elizabeth Brown-Ellis, Executive Director, at the Lima
Symphony Orchestra at (419) 222-5701, and your name will be listed in our
society.
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LIMA SYMPHONY CHORUS
DR. MARK J. SUDERMAN, Conductor
After 35 years of teaching music, Dr. Mark J. Suderman
redirected some of his energies toward a new way of serving
the community. He serves as the Volunteer Coordinator
for the Lima Area Habitat for Humanity. In this position,
he is responsible for overseeing the recruitment, training,
orientation, and development of the volunteer base in the Lima
area. As professor of music and director of choral activities, Dr.
Suderman taught at Bluffton University from 2000 to 2017. In
addition to conducting Camerata Singers (Bluffton’s premier
choral ensemble), University Chorale and the Bluffton Choral
Society (a college/community choir that performs large choral/
orchestral works), his teaching duties included conducting,
music education and applied voice. Bluffton University choirs toured under his
direction throughout much of Europe, in Paraguay and across the United States.
Prior to Bluffton University, Dr. Suderman taught at the collegiate level in California,
Kansas, Kentucky and Virginia, and in Nebraska public schools. He earned his
undergraduate degree from Bethel College in Kansas in voice performance and music
education. At the University of Iowa, Dr. Suderman received his master’s and doctoral
degrees in choral conducting. He has studied choral conducting with Don V Moses and
William Hatcher, as well as orchestral conducting with James Dixon and John Dickson.
In addition, he has worked under Helmut Rilling and Robert Shaw in a number of
workshops and performances.
Dr. Suderman has published articles about music and choral singing in The Choral
Journal and in Christian Reflection. Dr. Suderman also remains involved in church
music as director of music at First Mennonite Church in Bluffton. He has been the
conductor of numerous church and community choirs, including a select community
choir in the Bluffton area, Concentus. Dr. Suderman currently resides in Bluffton with
his wife, Elaine, who is employed at Bluffton University as the administrative assistant
for academic affairs and cross-cultural programs. They have two grown sons, Matthew
and Ryan, daughter-in-law, Erin, and two grandchildren, Luke and Mara.

Chorus Sponsor:
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SOPRANO
Amanda Beining
Sheila Chilcote-Collins
Heidi Hall
Suzanne Hollenbacher
Stefanie Holtz
Kay Huber
Dorothy Johnson

Katie Klosterman
Paula LaRue
Laura Lugibihl
Christy Meyer
Susan Miller
Lynn Norton
Victoria Recker

Nicole Roberts
LuAnn Stuckey
Elaine Suderman
Kristin Thain
Cindy Wendel
Cathy Woodward

Angie Herzog
Gail Hoffman
Linda Holman
Connie Hornung
Denise Hughes
Kay Klopfleisch
Lisa Lehman
Cathy Leahy

Sandra McLean
Mary Beth Miller
Cathy Nihiser
Marcy Reeves
Sharon Schnell
Sharon Stonerock
Louise Wineland

John Hutchinson
Kevin Kidd
Dale Long
Alex Lugibihl
Kevin Reeks

Mark Simons
Brian Timpe
Tom Wyen

Hike Herzog
Kent Kaufman
Craig Klopfleisch
Perry Luhn
Larry McLean
Mike Meekstroth
Ryan Mooney
Doug Norton

Brian Reeves
Michael Schnell
Bill Trudeau
Terry Wehrkamp
Chad Williams
Brent Zimmerman

ALTO
Linda Allen
Kate Burkey
Nancy Carter
Ann Dellinger
Karen Finn
Deb Garver
Linda Gephart
Carol Gibson

TENOR
Matt Alessandrini
Mark Anthony
Seth Baker
Gary Ebbing
John Hickman

BASS
Vic Belna
Phil Compton
Doug Daley
Ron Fahncke
Michael Fuhrman
Bob Gibson
David Gratz
Caleb Halfhill
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Sielschott, Walsh, Keifer,
Regula, & Sherer, Inc.
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April Concert: Romantics and Remembrances
*previously titled “Toward the Unknown Region”
Join the Lima Symphony Orchestra in their season finale streaming concert beginning on April
24th, featuring three works composed at the turn of the 20th century. Opening with Mahler’s
beautiful and serene “Adagietto” from his Symphony No. 5, this work balances the excitement
and emotion of Samuel Coleridge-Taylor’s “Ballade.” Finishing out this landmark season is
Dvořák’s expansive and fanciful “Concerto for Cello and Orchestra” with soloist Amit Peled on
the cello.
Repertoire:
Gustav Mahler

Adagietto from Symphony No. 5

Samuel Coleridge-Taylor

Ballade

Antonin Dvorak

Cello Concerto
Amit Peled, Cello

This concert is underwritten by the following sponsors:
Season Sponsor:
Ohio Arts Council
Underwriters:
Lima Memorial Health System
Reineke Family Dealerships
Husky Energy
Guest Artist Sponsor:
Temple Beth Israel-Shaare Zedek
Radio Broadcast:
FM 91 will broadcast this concert on June 10, 2021 at 8:00 p.m.

Adagietto from Symphony No. 5 (1901-1902)
Gustav Mahler (1860-1911)
Premiere: Cologne, Germany, October 18, 1904
Gustav Mahler is in many ways the quintessential Romantic composer known for his expansive
symphonies and breathtaking emotional range. And while his Fifth Symphony is expansive in
length and number of players, the fourth movement Adagietto stands as an island of calm in
the middle of an otherwise tumultuous symphony.
Gustav Mahler composed his mammoth Fifth Symphony shortly after a massive hemorrhage in
1901 brought him to the brink of death. At the advice of his doctor, Mahler moved to a lakeside
Austrian villa to recuperate. It was during this time that the 41-year-old Mahler met the 22year-old Alma Schindler, and by the summer of 1902 the two were married and Alma was
expecting their first child. The gentle and reflective Adagietto movement is a romantic tribute
to future wife Alma. Mahler proposed to Alma by sending her the Adagietto of the Fifth
Symphony.
The fourth movement Adagietto, frequently performed apart from the rest of the symphony, is
one of Mahler’s most well-known works. In contrast to the large instrumentation of the rest of
the Fifth Symphony, the Adagietto is scored for violin, viola, cello, contrabass, and harp.

Ballade for Orchestra in A Minor, Op. 33 (1898)
Samuel Coleridge-Taylor (1875-1912)
Premiere: Gloucester, England, September 12, 1898
Samuel Coleridge-Taylor was an English conductor and composer born in 1875, London.
Coleridge-Taylor leaves behind an interesting and multi-faceted legacy, defined in part by race,
politics, interest in America, and complex and lyrical music. Musically Coleridge-Taylor is best
remembered for his cantata Hiawatha’s Wedding Feast, based on the text by American poet
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, which found such popularity among choral societies in England
in the early 20th century that in number of performances it lagged only behind such warhorses
as Handel’s Messiah and Mendelssohn’s Elijah.
Coleridge-Taylor, who described himself as Anglo-African, was born to a White English mother
and a Black father from Sierra Leone. His father had come to England to study medicine, and
subsequently left when Samuel was still a young boy due to race-related limitations he faced
practicing medicine in England. Coleridge-Taylor, who was named after the famed English poet
Samuel Taylor Coleridge, was raised primarily by his mother, who came from a musical family
and introduced him to the violin at a young age. At the age of 15, Coleridge-Taylor began his
studies at the Royal College of Music in London where he also learned composition. ColeridgeTaylor made his musical debut with his Ballade in A Minor in 1898 as a commission from the
Three Choirs Festival at the suggestion of Edward Elgar, who described Coleridge-Taylor as “far
and away the cleverest fellow going amongst the younger men.”
In additional to his traditional training and English musical heritage, Coleridge-Taylor developed
a strong interest in the United States, specifically musical traditions of African Americans and
Native Americans. Other composers at the end of the 19th century had also taken an interest in
American music, namely Dvorak, who in the 1890s was working and composing in America (his
“New World Symphony,” composed in 1893, famously takes inspiration from Native American
melodies). Coleridge-Taylor’s interest was additionally inspired by family history. His father was
descended from a group of American slaves who remained loyal to the British during the
American revolutionary war, and eventually resettled in Sierra Leone, Africa, which had been
established by the British as a colony for free blacks.
Coleridge-Taylor toured the United States on three separate occasions and was well-received:
he even met with President Teddy Roosevelt at the White House, an extraordinary occurrence
for any person of color during that era. American musicians and political figures also took an
interest in his music, and the Coleridge-Taylor Society in Washington D.C. was dedicated to
performing and promoting his music. Coleridge-Taylor also developed personal relationships
with important leaders of the African American community, including Booker T. Washington
and W.E.B. Du Bois. For many Black Americans at the time, Coleridge-Taylor was the
representation of the fulfillment of black potential during a period fraught with social, cultural,
and political repression, and he was welcomed as a hero.

Coleridge-Taylor died at the age of 37 due to pneumonia. He was penniless and had not seen
his professional accolades translate into any kind of monetary success. National grief over the
unexpected death of the composer and outrage at conditions that created his financial
situation led to the establishment of the Performing Rights Society in Britain.
Ballade in A Minor is scored for flute, oboe, clarinet, bassoon, French Horn, trumpet, trombone,
tuba, violin, viola, cello, contrabass, and timpani.

text. Beginning hesitantly, the text and music question the path ahead. Expertly set, the
voices gain in confidence and certainty, increasing in volume, texture, and harmonic
language into something more optimistic to arrive at a place of triumph and celebration
– a spiritual uplift, celebrating the innate goodness of human beings.
Toward the Unknown Region is orchestrated for SATB chorus, three flutes, two oboes,
English horn, two clarinets, bass clarinet, two bassoons, four horns, three trumpets,
three trombones, tuba, timpani, organ, and strings.

Libretto

Darest thou now O soul,
Walk out with me toward the unknown region,
Where neither ground is for the feet nor any path to follow?
No map there, nor guide,
Nor voice sounding, nor touch of human hand,
Nor face with blooming flesh, nor lips, nor eyes, are in that land
I know it not O soul;
Nor dost thou -- all is a blank before us;
All waits, undream’d of, in that region, that inaccessible land.
Till when the ties loosen,
All but the ties eternal, Time and Space,
Nor darkness, gravitation, sense, nor any bounds, bound us.
Then we burst forth, we float,
In Time and Space, O soul, prepared for them;
Equal, equipt at last, (O joy! O fruit of all!) them to fulfil O soul.
© 2020 Renee Keller

Concerto for Cello and Orchestra (1895)
Antonín Dvořák (1841-1904)
Premiere: London, March 19, 1896
Dvořák began composing his Concerto for Cello and Orchestra in 1894, at the tail-end
of his American residency during which he was living in New York City and working
as the director of the National Conservatory of Music of America. The concerto,
composed between November 1894 and February 1895, was the last of only three
concerti that Dvořák composed during his lifetime, and the only one for cello.
Dvořák’s decision to write a cello concerto at this time was influenced by a number
of factors. Victor Herbert, an American composer and teacher at the Conservatory,
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premiered his own Cello Concerto No. 2 in E minor, Op. 30 in March of 1894. Dvořák
was apparently so taken by the work that he saw it at least twice and later borrowed
the score from the composer for more extensive study. And despite having received
repeated requests throughout the years for a cello concerto from his friend, cellist
Hanuš Wihan, it wasn’t until hearing Herbert’s work that Dvořák began work on his
own concerto.
At the time Dvořák began work on his concerto, he was also souring on his situation in
America. He had been the director of the Conservatory since 1892. However, by 1894,
due to an economic downturn that impacted the assets of many of the Conservatory’s
patrons, Dvořák’s salary had been drastically reduced from $15,000 to $8,000, and
he was only paid periodically. Dvořák dearly missed his native Bohemia and also
received news that Josefina Čermáková, the older sister of Dvořák’s wife whom he had
loved in his youth (though she did not return his affection), was gravely ill. Despite
Josefina’s early rejection, Dvořák maintained contact with Josefina and her husband
throughout his life and came to view their residence in Vyoska as a second home.
These circumstances, coupled with his growing recognition and success back in Europe,
prompted Dvořák to leave New York in early 1895.
While some of Dvořák’s other music from his American Period, including Symphony
No. 9 in E minor, Op. 95 “New World Symphony” and String Quartet no. 12 in F Major,
op. 96, “The American,” take inspiration from unique American musical attributes, such
as scales and rhythms used in African American and Native American music, the Cello
Concerto uses a more traditionally classical language. This work, at once expansive
and lyrical, demands a strong technical ability from the soloist, who is set as an equal
partner against the orchestra. Traditional formal construction of the concerto as well as
the lack of the uniquely American tonal language that appear in his earlier “American”
works perhaps signal that Dvořák’s American experience was drawing to an end
and his thoughts were already turning back to Europe during the time of concerto’s
composition.
The work opens softly though quickly builds to a grandioso lyrical rendering of the
theme. The first movement is in the sonata form, a common structure for the first
movement of a concerto, but features an extended orchestral introduction during which
both of the first movement themes are introduced before the introduction of the solo
cello. The cellist presents simultaneously clear and elaborated statements on both the
stately first theme and lyrical and melancholy second theme throughout the movement
before a joyful full orchestra recapitulation.
The slower and lyrical Adagio movement features an extended cadenza-like section and
represents some of Dvořák’s most lyrical writing. Varied thematic materials bookend
a middle section that is reminiscent of the theme of Dvořák’s song “Lasst mich allein”
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(Leave Me Alone), from the song cycle Four Songs, Op. 82, composed in 1888. This song
was a favorite of his sister-in-law, Josefina, and clearly intended as a tribute to her
composed during the period of her declining health.
The final movement, a rondo, also begins quietly with the horn stating the main theme
although quickly crescendos into a dramatic and resolute statement of the theme
by the cello. Themes from the first two movements appear throughout the work,
most notably an exact quotation of “Lasst mich allein,” which was referenced in the
second movement, just before the coda, stated by the violin. This musical passage
was added after Dvořák had otherwise finalized the work but after Josefina’s death in
1895. In contrast to this intimate reminiscence, the piece ends with a large crescendo
and triumphant flourish. And while the third movement omits the traditional soloist
cadenza, Dvořák was resolute in his vision for the work and wrote to his publisher
in 1895, “The finale ends gradually in a diminuendo, like a slow exhalation – with
reminiscences from the first and second movements – the solo fades away to pp,
then there is a crescendo, and the last measures are taken up by the orchestra, ending
stormily. That is my idea and I cannot abandon it.”
The concerto was praised by critics immediately. Upon hearing the concerto soon
after its premiere, Brahms commented, “If I had known that it was possible to write a
cello concerto like this, I would have tried it as well!” In the years since its publication,
Dvořák’s Cello Concerto has become a staple of solo repertoire for cellists and remains
one of the finest examples of Dvořák’s symphonic writing.
The concerto is scored for two flutes, piccolo, two oboes, two clarinets, two bassoons,
three horns, two trumpets, three trombones, tuba, timpani, triangle, strings, and solo
cello.
© 2020 Renee Keller
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Amit Peled
Israeli-American cellist, conductor, and pedagogue Amit
Peled, a musician of profound artistry and charismatic stage
presence, is acclaimed worldwide as one of the most exciting
and virtuosic instrumentalists on the concert stage today.
From 2012 through 2018, Peled performed on the Pablo Casals
1733 Goffriller cello. He has been named Music Director for
CityMusic Cleveland for the 2019-2020 season.
Highlights of Peled’s 2019-2020 season included more
than twenty concerto appearances around the world;
recitals with pianist Noreen Polera; the world premiere of
Joshua Bornfield’s Concerto for Cello and Choir with the Händel Choir of Baltimore;
Haydn’s Cello Concerto at the Silver Lyre International Festival of Chamber Music in
Saint Petersburg, Russia; the Elgar Cello Concerto with the Fundación de Orquestas
Juveniles e Infantiles de Chile; a Bach Suites recital in Estonia; his Journey With My
Jewishness program in Greensboro, NC and Baltimore, MD; and a Beethoven cycle with
pianist Alon Goldstein in Mexico. In addition to his conducting debut with CityMusic
Cleveland, Peled’s conducting engagements this season include a debut with the
Peabody Symphony Orchestra and leading his own Mount Vernon Virtuosi. Peled also
performs this season with the Goldstein-Peled-Fiterstein Trio in Washington, D.C.;
Yellow Springs, Ohio; and New York, NY.
In 2017, Peled published a children’s book, A Cello Named Pablo, written by Marni
Fogelson and illustrated by Avi Katz. It follows Peled’s journey from the basketball
courts of rural Israel to the world’s great concert halls playing one of the most famous
instruments of all time and continuing the legacy of Pablo Casals.
The Amit Peled Cello Gang is composed of students from Peled’s studio at the Peabody
Institute at Johns Hopkins University, where he has taught since 2003 and was one
of the youngest professors ever hired by a major conservatory. Peled and the Cello
Gang record in professional studios and tour regularly around the country, performing
concerti, cello choir repertoire, and more in an effort to give the conservatory students
more professional experience. Peled is also the founder, conductor, and artistic director
of the Mount Vernon Virtuosi, a chamber orchestra dedicated to launching the careers
of recently graduated music students. Peled is a founding member of the famed
Tempest Trio with pianist Alon Goldstein and violinist Ilya Kaler.
Peled’s extensive discography includes critically acclaimed CDs on the Naxos, Centaur,
CAP, CTM Classics, and Delos Labels. His recording, To Brahms with Love… From
the Cello of Pablo Casals (CAP Records, June 2018), features Brahms’ Cello Sonatas
Nos. 1 and 2 with pianist Noreen Polera. Peled released a recording of Bach’s iconic
Cello Suites Nos. 1-3 on the Casals cello in February 2019, which AllMusic called “an
important new statement in the history of these works.” Upcoming album releases
include a recording of the Cassado cello sonatas for Naxos and the second installment
of the Bach Suites for CTM Classics.
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LIMA AREA YOUTH ORCHESTRA

Since 1968 the Lima Area Youth Orchestra has brilliantly showcased the talent
of our region’s most accomplished young musicians. The orchestra is composed
of approximately 80 students representing Lima, Wapakoneta, Celina, St. Mary’s,
Elida, Findlay, Bluffton, Waynesfield, Ada, Ottoville, and others.
The Lima Noon Optimists and the Lima Symphony Orchestra share a passion for
the development of young musicians and have co-sponsored the Lima Area Youth
Orchestra for more than 40 years. These students represent a bright future for our
orchestra and our community. The Youth Orchestra will begin its season in the
winter of 2021 when it is safe to do so. The group typically performs a Children’s
Concert for area elementary children and a full orchestral concert in the spring.
Please check with www.limayouthorchestra.org for concert dates and
information.
Sponsors:
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“MEASURE OF EXCELLENCE”
ENDOWMENT FUND
The Lima Symphony Orchestra embarked on a bold course that will perpetuate and assure
an orchestra of quality, a resource for the community, a tribute to the city, and a symbol of
excellence for West Central Ohio. With the support of valued friends, the endowment will
keep orchestral music alive and flourishing for generations to come. The following made a
contribution to the quality of life in our community.

NAMED GIFTS
BP America - Young People’s Concerts
H & H Foundation - Guest Artist
Dixie Lee B. Soo, MD
& L.Y. Soo, MD - Concertmaster
Martha W. Farmer - Principal Chair
Friends – The Norma L. Firszt Flute Chair
Mr. & Mrs. P.C. Borra - Section Chair
Churchill Construction Company
– Section Chair
Karen Rust Jarvis – Section Chair

The Lima News – Section Chair
Mr. & Mrs. Fred Ringle – Section Chair
Mr. & Mrs. Paul D. Shin – Section Chair
Superior Wholesale Distributors
– Section Chair
Russ & Barbara Taylor – Section Chair
Mr. & Mrs. Walter F. Urban, Jr.
– Walter F. Urban, Sr. Section Chair
Mr. & Mrs. Harold E. Wells – Trumpet II

CRAFTON BECK MUSIC FUND
Anthony Alessandrini
Kay Ault
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Ayers
Dorothy Bean
Robert D. and Ann L. Beat
Bob and Carol Bertrand
Dennis and Jan Bishop
Ken and Pat Block
James F. Bouchard
Elizabeth Brown-Ellis
Jim and Bev Brunner
Mary L. Bryan
Andy and Nancy Carter
(in memory of Marian Jo Sauder)
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Cockerell
Dr. and Mrs. Philip Compton
Fran Core
John Corey
Judy Crawford
Neil and Barb Darr
Thora Davis
Raymond Decanio
Daniel and Chris DiBaisio
Rita Dietrich and Corwin Croy
Patrick and Caren Diltz
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Charles Doepker
Mona Emerick
Gary L. Evans
Ann Fassett
Mary Fay
Patricia Fernandez
Ron and Deb Fischer
Glenn and Linda Fisher
Kay Fowler
Nancy Freymuth
Pamela R. Gardner
Mr. and Mrs. Denis Glenn
Margaret H. Griffith
Ann Guagenti
Joan Hageman
Dave and Jo Hartman
Janet Hawk
Leo and Arlene Hawk
John and Aimee Heaphy
Aaron and Stefanie Holtz
Mim and Larry Hone
Amber Myers Horner
Connie and Roger Hornung
Paul and Annette Hoverman
Jo-Ann Howard

Norma L. Hubbell
Susan L. Hubbell, M.D.
Bill and Linda Huber
Michael and April Johns
R. L. and Dorothy Johnson
Brian J Keegan
Bruce and Julie Kennedy
Jan Kennedy
Don and Helena Knowles
Carla Krohn
Herb and Karlyn Lauer
Neal and LuAnn Lause
James Leaman
Gloria P. Leech
Margaret Lewis
Jack and Christel Liggett
Li-Chuan Lin
Martha MacDonell
Sally and John MacDonell
Don and Mary Ellen Webb Marik
Nancy A. Martin
James and Susan Mekolites
Jim and Jan Meredith
Richard Meredith
Betty Meyer
Nina and Melvin Monroe
Mike and Amy Mullen
Amber Myers Horner
Lawrence Niece
Richard and Cheryl O’Connor
Rita O’Donnell
Fred and Amy Odum
Jim and Chris O’Neill
Jacque and Denny Perrin
Roger and Marian Phillips
Reineke Family Dealerships
Gertrude Rice
Richard and Norma Riggs

Tom and Allison Rode
Lois Rubens
Judy Saine
Robert Scherger
Robert and Patricia Schneider
Robert M. Schulte
Michael and Joanne Shaffer
Jeffrey Shoemaker
Michael Sieberg
Eric and Vanessa Stallkamp
Chad Stearns
Elizabeth R. Steiner
Frances and Nancy Strayer
Nancy A. Stroh
Mark and Elaine Suderman
Tom Swift
David and Anita Uetrecht
Joni Unverferth
R. Steven Unverferth
Dennis and Gina Vondrell
Carol Waesch
U. William and Charlene Walter
Andrew and Shannon Wannemacher
Robert and Sarah Waters
Marcia and Larry Webb
Eileen Weber
Carl and Marleen Wehri
Terry and Nancy Wehrkamp
Ruth Wehinger
Etta M. Weintraub
Gay MacDonell Williams
Jackie Williams
Don and Ruth Witter
George and Shirley Wolf
Cathy Lee Woodward and Kevin Reeks
Lawrence and Barbara Young
Xinya Zhou
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“MEASURE OF EXCELLENCE”
GENERAL ENDOWMENT
Sylvia Aaron and Family
Dr. & Mrs. T.D. Allison
Richard Ashbaugh
Dr. & Mrs. David A. Barr
Stephen L. Becker
Dorothy Black
Nadine Black
Mr. & Mrs. Bernard Blattner
Simon & Kimberly Blattner
Mr. & Mrs. Richard S. Blattner
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas A Bonifas
Sharon D. Bresler
Dr. & Mrs. Bruce Burton
Mr. & Mrs. Richard E. Cheney, Sr.
Mr. & Mrs. James R. Chiles
Prof. Alfred E. Cohoe
Mr. & Mrs. E.S. Evans
Judge and Mrs. John R. Evans
Mr. & Mrs. Roger Fricke
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Firszt
David H. Goldberg
Mr. & Mrs. E.G. Goodpaster
Prof. & Mrs. Daniel S. Guy
Mr. & Mrs. Henry Hawk, Jr.
Anita Hayes
Dr. Michael D. & Kathleen Holmes
Dr. & Mrs. James L. Kahn
Maurice C. & Elizabeth B. Kaser
Mr. & Mrs. T. K. Knott
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas D. Lammers
Phyllis Mast Leech

Mr. & Mrs. Victor D. Marone
Mr. & Mrs. Tom F. Martin
Mr. & Mrs. Malcolm McCoy
Dr. & Mrs. Earl A. McGovern
Dr. Violet I. Meek
Dr. Alan & Rev. Elaine Mikesell
Gordon & Jean Misch
Mr. & Mrs. Robert J. Nelson
Mr. & Mrs. Louis A. Nobile, Jr.
Mrs. Alfred W. Pinkerton
Mr. & Mrs. Evans T. Pseekos
Mr. & Mrs. Francis J. Rank
Mr. & Mrs. Clyde Rauch
Mr. & Mrs. Richard H. Riggs
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth H. Scott
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas C. Selis
Peg Shafer
Rev. & Mrs. Richard Sheffield
Mr. & Mrs. Harrison Shutt
Anita & Gregory L. Skinner
Elizabeth Sondheimer
Drs. Stallkamp, Kahn, Ryan & Scherger
Ruth Shraga
Maryellen & William Stein
Dr. Robert G. Stigman
Easter Straker
Mr. & Mrs. Steven Unverferth
Leslie & David Vining
Larry R. Webb
Dr. & Mrs. Carl S. Wehri
Dr. & Mrs. Lawrence L. Young

ENDOWMENT FUND CHARTER CONTRIBUTORS
Alice Mary Cable Hayes
Endowment Fund Benefit Concert,
1985 featuring Pina Carmirelli
and Luis Batlle
Mr. & Mrs. Tom Ahl
Tom Ahl Chrysler Plymouth Dodge Inc.
Dennis J. Anderson
Dr. & Mrs. David A. Barr
Anne Beehler
Stephen Bennett
Paul Bixel
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Estelle Blattner
Dr. R. Duane Bradrick
Mr. & Mrs. Andrew Burneson
Susan K. Campbell
Caryl Carroll
Rosemary Cartwright
Carla Churchill
Jerry Churchill
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Davis
S.H. Diller
Ruth Dreyer

Mr. & Mrs. L.E. Duff
Dr. & Mrs. John Duggan
James H. Ehrman
Mr. & Mrs. Marvin Evans
Martha W. Farmer
Dr. & Mrs. Eric B. Fisher
Mr. & Mrs. W.J. Fritsche
David H. Goldberg
Paul Goodwine
Mr. & Mrs. James H. Huff
Dr. & Mrs. Soung Y. Huh
Mr. & Mrs. James Hunt
Dr. & Mrs. James L. Kahn
Phyllis Leech
Mr. & Mrs. Harold Lentz
Lima New Car Dealers Association
The Lima News
Gordon W. Misch
Don W. Montgomery
Mr. & Mrs. Owen Moore
Mr. & Mrs. Gerald D. O’Connor

Miriam S. Parkhill
Laura Rado
Mr. & Mrs. G.T. Reau
Linda Rolfe
Alice Rossfeld
Regina C. Sever
Elizabeth Sondheimer
Mr. & Mrs. Sam Stambor
Mr. W.R. Triplett
Mr. & Mrs. Walter F. Urban, Jr.
Larry R. Webb
Laurel Wolfe Webb
Webb Insurance Agency
Mr. & Mrs. David Weimer
Carrie E. Weisenbarger
Mr. & Mrs. W.W. Wells
Evelyn P. Wemmer
Larry White
WLIO Television
Mr. & Mrs. Paul Yessenow
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AMADEUS AWARD
The Amadeus Award is presented annually on behalf of the LSO
staff to an individual who has demonstrated personal dedication and
extraordinary service to the Lima Symphony Orchestra. This award is
based exclusively on volunteer commitment and given to someone who
gives his or her incredibly valuable time and expertise to make our lives
better and the LSO stronger.
This year, for their considerable contributions and commitment, we wish
to honor and thank the Music Director Search Committee. In March 2018,
the LSO formed an 11-member search committee to navigate the process
of selecting the fifth music director of the Lima Symphony Orchestra.
Orchestra members, board members, and community members were
a part of the selection process, led by esteemed orchestral consultant
Henry Fogel, former head of the League of American Orchestras and the
Chicago Symphony. Nearly two hundred applicants from all over the
world submitted their resumés for consideration. The Search Committee
carefully reviewed each application and invited 45 candidates to send
conducting videos. From those 45 conductors, 12 were selected for video
interviews before the field was narrowed to eight finalists chosen to travel
to Lima to vie for the position of Music Director.
For all their time and effort and difficult decision making, the LSO is
pleased to recognize the Search Committee.
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Michael Houff. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Concertmaster
Tom Carey. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  First Violinist
Paul Hoverman. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Trumpeter
Mark Suderman. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Chorus Director
Joe Warnement. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Friends of the Symphony President
Ty Lotz. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Board Vice President
Steve Johnson. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Executive Committee Member
Barbara Young. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lifetime Board Member
Chad Stearns. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Board Member
Linda Burkhalter. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Community Representative
Elizabeth Brown-Ellis. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Executive Director
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YOUNG ARTIST COMPETITION
FRIENDS OF THE SYMPHONY

The Friends of the Symphony Young Artist Competition is one of the
Midwest’s most competitive music contests.
Our winners have studied at conservatories such as:
IU Jacobs School of Music

Northwestern University

University of Michigan

Julliard

Oberlin Conservatory

Manhattan School of Music

Eastman School of Music

These musicians, ages 17-26, are then invited to perform with our orchestra
as soloists giving the symphony audience the rare ability to showcase
extraordinary talent early in their careers.
For 60 years, music lovers and symphony patrons have generously funded this
event. Unfortunately, due to the coronavirus, this year’s competition for Voice
& Strings has been postponed. We plan to reprise this event next year.
Thank you for giving life to the dreams of young musicians.
Your Co-Chairs
Kim Shanahan & Tami Stanford
“Music gives a soul to the universe, wings to the mind, flight to the
imagination and life to everything.”
-Plato
2020 | 2021 Concert Season
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840 S Main Street
Bowling Green
419 • 806 • 4806
130 Elliott Rd
Defiance
419 • 782 • 3131
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e

th

at Ohio State Lima

Performing COVID play

Autumn 2020, five students will perform a completely
unique, devised work based on the students’ own
experiences. This production will be recorded and
available to view on the Department of Theatre
webpage beginning Tuesday, November 24.

Shakespeare’s A Comedy of Errors
Spring 2021, watch for updates on the
Department of Theatre page regarding the
delivery of A Comedy of Errors.

go.osu.edu/limatheatredept

Director: Maria Ignatieva
Student playwrights: Michaela Hoffman, Brandon Olson,
Allison Dotson, Zach Welly, and Logan Grant.
Dramaturg: Logan Grant
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Octopus Producations...................................................................................................87
Ohio Arts Council.........................................................................................................53
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WGTE...............................................................................................................................45
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GUIDE TO THE PERFORMANCE HALL
To avoid distractions and disruptions for the audience, latecomers will not be seated until
the first convenient pause in the program, which would be in between pieces. Please do not
enter or leave the auditorium while the orchestra is playing.
RESTROOMS are located downstairs in the southeast corners of the main lobby and off
the balcony level. Additional restroom facilities are located across from the business office
in the hallway adjoining the Performance Hall to the Convention Hall.
THE ELEVATOR is located in the northwest corner of the main lobby. Balcony level
seating is indicated in the elevator by “B.”
THE COAT ROOM is located on the south wall of the main lobby.
DRINKING FOUNTAINS are located near the coat racks and across from the main
business office in the hallway adjoining the Performance Hall to the Convention hall.
AN ASSISTIVE LEARNING SYSTEM for the hearing impaired is available. Headsets
may be checked out at no cost to you from the Front of House Manager in the main lobby.
Please ask any usher for assistance.
REFRESHMENTS are available during intermission in the lower lobby and at the top of
the stairs.
SMOKING is not permitted in the Performance Hall and is restricted to outside.
LOST AND FOUND items may be claimed on concert nights by contacting the House
Manager in the main lobby. Otherwise, please contact the Civic Center’s business office
during regular business hours at 419-224-5222.
CAMERAS AND RECORDING DEVICES are not permitted in the concert hall unless
previously arranged with management.
CELL PHONES Please turn all cellular and wireless devices to off or silent mode and
refrain from talking or texting during performances.

Lima Symphony Orchestra Office
1028 W. Market Street • Lima, Ohio 45805
(419) 222-5701 • Hours 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. weekdays.
www.limasymphony.com
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